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Preface
This thesis deals with deformations and misalignment of the CMS tracker for single Si-modules as
well as for the subdetectors that build the tracker.
In the first chapter an introduction to the standard model of high energy physics is given
together with the motivation for the new proton proton collider LHC and the CMS experiment
located at the CERN site.
Chapter two deals with the development of a test stand to measure the deformation of Si-
endcap modules. Several measurements on test structures and modules are described. The results
presented there led to a change in the module design for the endcap modules summarised in
appendix D.
The third chapter is about simulations concerning the misalignment of the CMS tracker. The
effect of different cases of misalignment is discussed. As a main issue, the impact of the laser
alignment system on the performance of the CMS tracker is evaluated.
Conclusions are drawn in the fourth chapter.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter presents briefly the motivation for the CMS1 experiment. It starts by introducing the
standard model of high energy physics (see sec. 1.1). After that the mechanism of spontaineous
symmetry breaking is mentioned in sec. 1.2. The proton proton collider LHC2 and the Higgs
physics accessible with this tool are described in sec. 1.3 and sec. 1.4 respectively.
The CMS experiment is described in the remaining three sections. Sec. 1.5 gives a short
description of the subdetectors of CMS, while sec. 1.6 concentrates on the CMS tracker. The
silicon microstrip tracker and its alignment system are addressed in the final section of this chapter
(sec. 1.7).
1.1 The Standard Model
The Standard Model (SM)[1] of high energy physics describes a system of elementary particles and
their antiparticles, which are used as the building blocks of matter, as well as their interactions in
terms of the exchange of gauge bosons.
The elementary particles are fermions, having a spin of ± 12 , while the gauge bosons have a spin
of 1 (2 for the gravitron).
• Elementary fermions can be divided into two cathegories: the leptons and the quarks.
They are organised in so-called families each including a left handed doublet of the weak
isospin (T3) and a right handed singlet of particles. There are three generations of lepton
and quark families, as shown in table 1.1. The quarks occur in three colors. As no free
quarks or free colors are allowed, color-free hadrons are formed by combining two or three
quarks and/or antiquarks.
Helicity Leptons Q T3 Yw
L
νe
eL
νµ
µL
ντ
τL
0
−1
+1/2
−1/2
−1
−1
R eR µR τR -1 0 -2
Helicity Quarks Q T3 Yw
L
(
u
d
)
L
(
c
s
)
L
(
t
b
)
L
+2/3
−1/3
+1/2
−1/2
+1/3
+1/3
R uR cR tR +2/3 0 +4/3
R dR sR bR -1/3 0 -2/3
Table 1.1: Table with the three lepton and quark-families. The quarks come in three colors
1Compact Muon Solenoid
2Large Hadron Collider
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• The gauge bosons mediate the interactions between the fermions and correspond to the four
kinds of interactions as shown in table 1.2.
interaction range [m] rel. strength gauge boson spin mass
strong 10−15 1 gluons g 1 0
electromagnetic ∞ 10−2 photon γ 1 0
weak << 10−16 10−14 Z0,W± 1 mZ ' 91GeV
mW ' 81GeV
gravitation ∞ 10−41 graviton G 2 0
Table 1.2: Table with properties of the four interactions and their gauge bosons
This model of elementary particles and interactions has been quite successful in explaining
experimental observations and in making predictions that were subsequently confirmed.
However there are several open questions :
• Is the mass generation mechanism correct?
In the SM particles acquire mass through the Higgs mechanism, which in the minimal version
of the SM leads to the manifestation of one additional particle, the Higgs boson with a spin
of 0. The existence of the Higgs sector, let alone the verification of its properties, has not
yet been established.
• Are there only three generations of quarks and leptons?
• Do the elementary particles have a substructure?
• Is there a grand unification of the electromagnetic, weak and strong force at a higher energy
scale?
• What is the ’dark matter’ made of
Most of the matter in our universe is of an unknown type. Are there more than the elementary
particles of the SM? The particles of a supersymmetric extension of the SM may be the
solution for this problem.
• What about the asymmetry in the occurence of matter and animatter?
The known universe seems to consist of matter only whereas the SM predicts an equal
occurence of matter and antimatter.
• Can one find evidence for the existence of the quark gluon plasma expected at high energy
densities?
1.2 The Higgs Boson
To solve the problem of the non-zero masses of some gauge bosons the Higgs mechanism was
developed [2].
In its minimal version it introduces four additional degrees of freedom to the SM, of which
three are used to give mass to the gauge bosons of the weak force. The remaining one forms the
so-called Higgs boson, a real scalar particle.
The Higgs boson couples to the fermions and bosons (including itself) with a strength pro-
portional to their mass. Unfortunately the theory does not make a prediction of the coupling
constants, so the mass range for the Higgs is quite large and has to be constrained by experimen-
tal results.
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Using the latest data of the LEP3 experiments, masses below 114.4 GeV/c2 are ruled out by
direct search (95% C.L.) [3] and a Higgs heavier than 193 GeV/c2 is excluded with 95% confidence
level using precision measurements on radiative corrections to the MSM [4].
In the last few months of operation, some of the LEP experiments observed a few Higgs
candidates with a mass of about 115 GeV/c2[3]. The observations lead to a 1.7 sigma effect, but
could neither be confirmed nor disproved in the remaining running time of LEP.
The hunt for the Higgs boson is beeing continued with the Tevatron collider ring, where a light
Higgs with a mass up to 200 GeV/c2 could possibly be found during the second runtime period
(see fig. 1.1).
Figure 1.1: Discovery potential for a light standard model Higgs at the Tevatron.
The search for the Higgs boson over the whole allowed mass range will be the task of a new,
more powerfull collider, the LHC.
1.3 The LHC - A New PP Collider
In the next few years the LHC proton-proton collider will come into operation at CERN4[5]. The
LHC will be built in the LEP tunnel and will make use of all the existing infrastructure such as
pre accelerators and storage rings located at the CERN site. It will mainly collide protons with
a center of mass energy
√
s of about 14 TeV in head-on collisions every 25 ns. As protons are no
elementary particles only a fraction of
√
s (on the average ≈2 TeV) will be usable for producing
particles.
The envisaged luminosity at the interaction points is initially 1033 cm−2s−1 and should reach the
design value of 1034 cm−2s−1 after three years of operation. The most important design parameters
of the LHC in proton proton mode can be found in table 1.3. As a second option the LHC will
collide heavy ions in order to form a quark gluon plasma at the interaction points.
The LHC is capable of physics studies on several interesting topics (see fig1.2):
• Find the Higgs boson. Experiments at the LHC will be able to investigate the existence of
a MSM Higgs boson over the entire mass range expected from the theory (see sec. 1.4).
• Examine CP violation in the B-system.
• Study t physics.
• Search for signs of SUSY5.
• Investigate the possible creation of a quark gluon plasma in the heavy ion mode of LHC.
3Large Electron Positron collider
4Centre Europe´en de Recherche Nucle´aire
5SUper SYmetrie
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Figure 1.2: The crossections of various interesting processes as a function of the center of mass
energy for proton proton colliders [6].
Design Parameter Value Units
Energy at collision 14 TeV
Circumference 26.7 km
Crossing points 4
Dipole field at 7 TeV 8.33 T
Luminosity 1034 cm−2s−1
Luminosity lifetime 10 h
Bunch separation 24.95 ns
Bunch spacing 7.48 m
Total crossing angle 300 µrad
Particles per bunch 1.1·1011
Energy loss per turn 6.7 keV
Total radiated power per beam 3.8 kW
Stored energy per beam 350 MJ
Table 1.3: The most important design parameters of the LHC in pp-mode.
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Figure 1.3: The LHC collider ring together with the four experiments ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and
LHC-B.
To investigate those topics four experiments will be installed along the ring (see figure 1.3):
• ATLAS6[7] and CMS[8]:
The two large ’general purpose’ detectors aiming for the full spread of physics possible at
the LHC in pp-mode.
• LHC-B7[9] :
An experiment that is mainly designed to investigate CP-violation and rare decays in the
B-meson system.
• ALICE8[10] :
Another specialised experiment that will investigate the possible formation of a quark-gluon-
plasma produced in heavy ion collisions.
1.4 Higgs Physics at the LHC
The main motivation for the LHC and the primary goal of the two big experiments ATLAS and
CMS is to search for the Higgs boson.
The crossections for the main Higgs production processes at a proton proton collider such as
the LHC can be seen in fig. 1.5 together with their Feynman diagrams (see fig. 1.4)(summary can
be found in [11]).
Within the limits shown for the Higgs mass, gluon fusion is the dominating production process.
The crossection for gluon fusion is about one order of magnitude larger than for the other processes
shown in fig. 1.5.
The Higgs can decay in a wide variety of modes depending on its mass [12]. Out of the possible
decays some have been proven to be the most promising for its discovery. The branching ratios of
those processes are shown in fig. 1.7 together with their Feynman diagrams and the Higgs mass
range in which they are useful (see fig. 1.6).
6A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
7Large Hadron Collider Beauty experiment
8A Large Ion Collider Experiment
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Figure 1.5: Crossections of the main production processes for a MSM Higgs versus the Higgs mass
for a production at the LHC [11].
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Within the given mass range the following decay modes are of special interest for the discovery
of the Higgs boson:
• For a light Higgs with a mass below 140 GeV, the Higgs decay into a pair of bb quarks has
the biggest branching ration of all decay modes. But the identification of this decay in the
presence of the enormous QCD background is quite demanding.
• For a light Higgs of 80 to 140 GeV, the H → γγ decay is the prefered discovery channel.
The very clean signature of two photons, back to back in the detector makes this process
favorable although the branching ratio is quite small. The precision of the measurement is
determined mainly by the ECAL9. Therefore an ECAL with a very good energy and angular
resolution is needed to exploit this discovery channel.
• In the mass range of 140 to 190 GeV, the channel H→WW → υ l υ l has the highest branching
ratio. The signature of two leptons and two neutrinos in the final state is harder to detect
than the H→ γγ channel. It relies on a good reconstruction of the missing energy of the two
neutrinos. Therefore a hermetic detector is needed.
• For Higgs masses of 120 to 500 GeV, the H→ ZZ→ 4l channel seems to be the most promising
one. The clear signature of four muons or electrons should be easily detectable. This channel
requires good tracking and a precise muon system and/or electromagnetic calorimeter.
In order to make use of all of the possible discovery channels for the Higgs boson the CMS
experiment has been designed accordingly.
1.5 The Compact Muon Solenoid Experiment
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Figure 1.8: 3D view on the CMS experiment
The CMS experiment (see fig. 1.8) will mainly look for the Higgs and new physics like SUSY in
the LHC proton-proton runs. The detector will also study the physics of bottom and top quarks
and τ leptons. The examination of the quark-gluon plasma formed in the heavy ion mode of the
LHC is another task of CMS.
9Electromagnetical CALorimeter
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The experiment was designed to meet the following goals:
1. Have a very good identification and momentum measurement for muons.
This is needed to discover the decay of the Higgs boson in the mass range of 140 to 500 GeV.
The decay into four muons via two Zs is called the ’gold plated’ channel, as it has the clearest
signature of the possible decay modes of the Higgs boson in this mass range.
In the heavy ion mode of the LHC, the reconstruction of muons with low momentum is
needed to investigate the ϒ mesons formed in the quark-gluon plasma.
2. Have the most precise energy measurement possible for electrons and photons.
The good energy resolution for photons is needed for the discovery of a light Higgs boson
decaying into two photons. The precise measurement of the electron energies is important
in the case of a Higgs boson, when one or both of the Zs decay into electrons.
3. Have the best momentum and impact parameter measurement for charged tracks that can
be achieved without spoiling the goals above.
A good tracking system is important for all event topologies. Especially the measurement of
the decay of the light Higgs boson into a pair of bb quarks is a demanding task for a tracking
system.
Precise tracking information is of course beneficial also for the study of other topics than
Higgs physics.
4. Be robust and of course cost efficient.
Muon System
Magnet
HCAL
ECAL
Tracker
Figure 1.9: Crossection of the CMS experiment.
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According to those design goals the experiment will consist of the following subsystems (see
fig. 1.9):
• Muon System
• Solenoid Magnet
• Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL)
• ECAL
• Tracker
Except for the magnet, each subsystem is divided in a central ’barrel’ part and two ’forward’ parts.
All sub systems will be briefly described in the following.
1.5.1 The Muon System
The muon system will be used to identify muons and measure their momentum. It will be inte-
grated into the CMS-trigger.
The detectors of the muon system will be placed in the return yoke of the magnet.
In order to meet the demands on the muon system in the different regions of the experiment,
several different technologies are utilised.
• In the barrel region, |η| ≤ 1.3, drift tubes are installed. The muon chambers will be con-
structed using standard rectangular drift cells.
• In the endcaps cathode strip chambers are used due to their better performance in the
varying magnetic field there. Being faster and finer segmented than the drift tubes they are
better suited for the higher particle rates in the forward region.
• In addition to the two detector types mentioned above resistive plate chambers will be used
in the barrel and the endcap region. They will be used for trigger purposes, because of their
fast response and good time resolution.
The expected momentum resolution is 6-20% for pt < 100 GeV and 15-35% for pt = 1 TeV,
depending on the angular position. With the help of the central tracker those values are improved
to 2-6% for pt < 100 GeV and 8-18% for pt = 1 TeV. The global efficiency for detecting muon’s
is greater than 90% for pt < 100 GeV and remains above 70% up to the highest muon momenta
expected at LHC.[13]
1.5.2 The Magnet
The magnet provides a solenoid field along the beam axis and is built in superconducting tech-
nology [14]. The superconducting coil is surrounded only by the muon sytem and the iron return
yoke. In the area of the muon chambers the magnetic field is about 2.5 T.
The calorimeters and the tracker are placed inside the magnet. Thus the energy resolution
of the calorimeters, especially the ECAL, is not degraded by the magnet. Inside the coil a quite
homogenous field of 4 Tesla is generated.
The high field improves the momentum resolution of the tracker and the muon chambers. It
also confines low momentum tracks to small radii. This helps to reduce the occupancy in the outer
tracker layers and in the muon system10, increasing the robustness of the high pt muon trigger.
10Due to the strong magnetic field and the energy losses in the calorimeters only muons with a transverse
momentum above 4 GeV(barrel) or 2 GeV (endcap) can reach the muon system.
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1.5.3 The HCAL
The task of the hadronic calorimeter is the measurement of the energy and direction of hadronic
jets and the so-called ’missing energy’ of particles not interacting in the detector (neutrinos or
even new particles).
The barrel and endcap parts of the HCAL are supplemented with two forward HCALs, increas-
ing the acceptance to rapidities of |η| ≤ 5. An outer ’tailcatcher’ calorimeter covering |η| ≤ 1.3
ensures the total energy containment of showers in the barrel region. Beeing the most hermetic
part of the CMS detector, the HCAL-system is the main instrument to measure missing energy,
indicating the presence of neutrinos or new non-interacting particles. In particular, the light-
est supersymmetric particle (LSP) is expected in most models of supersymmetry theories not to
interact in the detector. Missing energy is thus an excellent signature for final states involving
supersymmetric particles.
The HCAL is a sampling calorimeter about 5-10 interaction lengths deep depending on η.
It consists of copper absorber plates interleaved with plastic scintillators. In the forward area
the scintillators are replaced by quartz fibers which are better suited for the high radiation dose
expected there.
The forward calorimeters will also be used to monitor the CMS luminosity.
The expected energy resolution ranges from σE =
70%√
E ⊕9.5% at η = 0 down to
σ
E =
172%√
E ⊕9%
in the forward region (E in GeV).[15]
1.5.4 The ECAL
The electromagnetic calorimeter will be used to measure the energy and direction of electrons and
photons in the rapidity region up to |η|< 2.6.
It is a crystal calorimeter made of PbWO4 crystals, providing excellent energy resolution and
radiation hardness at the same time. The scintillation speed is high, allowing easy bunch crossing
identification and minimisation of pileup effects. The 23 cm long crystals of the barrel region
correspond to 26 radiation lengths. In this region the crystals are read out via APD11’s which can
be operated in the high magnetic field.
In the forward region the use of a preshower detector including 3 radiation lengths of lead
makes it possible to use somewhat shorter crystals of 22 cm. These are read out by vacuum photo
triodes which are more radiation hard than APD’s.
The expected energy resolution ranges from σE =
2.7%√
E ⊕
0.2√
E ⊕ 0.55% in the barrel region to
σ
E =
5.7%√
E ⊕
0.25√
E ⊕0.55% in the endcap region (E in GeV).[16]
1.6 The CMS Tracker
The CMS tracker should provide robust and accurate tracking and vertex information for charged
particles. Therefore it should meet the following design goals [17][18]:
• Reconstruct isolated high pt muons with more than 98% efficiency.
• Reconstruct tracks within jets with 85% (pt of 1 GeV) to 95% (pt > 10 GeV) efficiency.
• Achieve a momentum resolution of δptpt ≈ (15 · pt ⊕ 0.5)% (pt in TeV) for particles in the
rapidity range |η| < 1.6, gradually degrading to δptpt ≈ (60 · pt ⊕ 0.5)% (pt in TeV) for |η|
approching 2.5.
• Keep the rate of ghost tracks well below 1%, even in regions with high particle densities.
11Avalanche Photo Diodes
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In addition the Tracker has to fulfill certain other demands:
• Because of the high radiation environment it has to be ensured that the devices used are
sufficiently radiation hard, to guarantee their functioning reasonably over the full operation
period of CMS.
• As the first level trigger decision will take about 3 µs, all tracker information has to be
buffered for this amount of time before it can be evaluated or discarded.
• In order not to degrade the energy resolution of the ECAL and to reduce the possibility of
photon conversion, nuclear interactions and the occurrence of electron bremsstrahlung, the
tracker material budget should be kept as low as possible.
• The signal collection time of the devices used should be smaller than the bunch crossing
intervall of 25 ns in order to allow easy bunch crossing identification.
In order to fulfill all of the demands stated above the CMS tracker will be built using CFC12 as
the material for the structural supports and semiconductor devices based on silicon for particle
detection. To reach sufficient radiation hardness and to limit the leakage current of the devices
the whole tracker volume has to be cooled down to -10◦C.
TEC
TID
TIB
TOBPixel
Figure 1.10: 3d-view on the CMS-tracker.
The tracker of the CMS experiment (see fig. 1.10) features a pixel detector in the innermost
part surrounded by a large volume of microstrip devices.
A short description of the pixel tracker will be given in the following subsection. The microstrip
tracker is explained in more detail in sec. 1.7.
1.6.1 The Pixel Tracker
The innermost layers of the CMS tracker are made of silicon pixel detectors. The high track
density near the interaction region makes pixel detectors the only choice that keeps the detector
occupancy to a reasonably low level.
12Carbon Fiber Composite
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The layout of the pixel system as seen in fig. 1.11 consists of two barrel layers complemented
by two disks in each forward area, ensuring at least two pixel hits for each track coming from the
interaction region. The two layers will be at a radius of 40 mm and 70 mm during the first few
years of operation. Afterwards an additional layer at a radius of 110 mm will be installed in the
experiment.
Figure 1.11: The pixel detector subsystem of the CMS tracker.
With the pixel detector, very precise measurements of track impact parameters and (sec-
ondary)vertices will be possible. This is of special importance for the tagging of b or τ jets. The
impact parameter resolution will be 35 µm in the plane perpendicular to the beamline and 75 µm
in the direction along the beam.
The size of one pixel is 100x150 µm and the whole pixel detector will have about 4 ·107 readout
channels which is more than in any other system in CMS.
1.7 The Silicon Microstrip Tracker
The silicon microstrip tracker extends from a radius of 200 mm up to 1100 mm (see fig. 1.12). The
particle rate in this region allows the use of silicon microstrip detectors.
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Figure 1.12: Crossection of the CMS tracker. One fourth of the tracker volume is shown.
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In contrast to pixel detectors which measure space points, strip detectors only give two-
dimensional information about the hits measured. Therefore some detector layers are made of
stereo modules, consisting of two single sided detectors, one tilted by a small angle of 100 mrad
with respect to the other.
The silicon microstrip tracker is built of of four different subdetectors:
• Tracker Inner Barrel (TIB):
The TIB has four layers with stereo modules in layer one and two.
• 2 Tracker Inner Disk modules (TID):
One TID consists of three disks each equipped with three rings of sensors. Stereo modules
are used in the inner two rings.
• Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB):
The TOB has six layers with stereo modules in layers one and two.
• 2 Tracker End Caps (TEC):
One TEC is composed of nine disks, each with up to seven rings of modules of which those
in rings one, two and five are stereo modules.
Rectangular modules are used in TOB (fig. 1.13) and TIB (fig. 1.14), while wedge shaped sensors
are used for TEC (a detailed description of the TEC modules is given in sec. 2.1.1) and TID.
Some technical data about the sensors used in the different subdetectors can be found in
tab. 1.4.
Figure 1.13: Picture of a module of the outer barrel.
Subdetector Pitch [µm] Thickness [µm] # Modules (single+stereo) # Channels
TIB 80-120 320 1188+768 512 or 768
TID 81-158 320 240+288 512 or 768
TOB 122-183 500 3048+1080 512 or 768
TEC 81-205 320 or 500 4096+1152 512 or 768
Table 1.4: Specifications of the detector modules used in the subdetectors of the strip tracker.
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Figure 1.14: Drawing of a module of the inner barrel.
1.7.1 The Tracker Support Structure
The mechanical support structure of the four subdetectors of the silicon microstrip tracker is
described in the following:
• TOB:
The structure of the outer barrel is built up with four flanges, that are connected with
so-called rods. The rods then support the individual detector modules (see fig. 1.15).
Disks
Rods Connected Here Rods Type ’down’Rods Type ’up’
Figure 1.15: Mechanical support structure of the tracker outer barrel.
• TIB:
The inner barrel support structure is similar to the one of the outer barrel. Here the rods
are replaced by half shells of carbon fiber. The modules are mounted on those half shells
(see fig. 1.16).
• TID:
In the inner disk subdetector the modules are mounted directly onto the disks. The two TID
subdetectors are attached to the outer TIB flanges.
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Figure 1.16: Detailed view of the mechanical support structure of the inner barrel.
• TEC:
The endcap mechanical structure is built of nine disks made of CF/honeycomb composite.
The discs are connected by eight spacers along their outer radius and by an inner support
tube. Spacers and support tube are also in CF composite material. Each disks carries 16
so-called petals (see fig. 1.17), made of thinner CF/honeycomb plates. The modules are then
mounted onto those petals.
Support Wheel
Front Petals
Back Petals
Modules
Figure 1.17: Endcap disk with petals. The modules are mounted on the petals.
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1.7.2 The Laser Alignment System
1.7.2.1 Motivation for the Laser Alignment System
A laser alignment system will be installed in the silicon strip tracker [19]. This is done for two
reasons:
1. Stable Online Trackfinding in the High Level Trigger of CMS:
The CMS trigger has to reduce the event rate from a bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz down
to about 100 Hz, that is written on tape.
The trigger is organised in several levels. While the first level is implemented in the hardware
of the detector, the higher level triggers (HLT) are software implemented in a computer farm,
making use of all the tracker data [20]. In the HLT it is necessary to reconstruct part of the
tracks online at rates up to 10 kHz. In order to ensure that the trackfinding algorithms work
properly, the position of the sensors should be known to better than ’a few 100 µm’. This is
the task of the laser alignment system.
2. Enable Tracker Alignment with Tracks
The precise measurement of the track momenta requires a very good alignment of the tracker,
that is not provided by the laser alignment system. Such alignment will be done offline, using
the track data itself to align the sensors. The effectiveness of this procedure is ensured by
good starting positions for the modules, that can be provided by the laser alignment system.
1.7.2.2 Layout of the Laser Alignment System
The laser alignment system provides information about the relative alignment of the tracker sub-
detectors (TOB/TIB/TEC) and about the relative position of the tracker with respect to the
muon system. Additional alignment information will be available for the two endcaps, where the
misalignment of the individual discs can be monitored.
The alignment system makes use of the fact that silicon is partially transparent to infrared
light. The wavelength of the alignment lasers is chosen so, that the absorbed light generates a
signal in the silicon sensors of the tracker, while the transmitted light can travel to another sensor.
In this way several layers of silicon microstrip detectors are traversed with one laser beam.
Outer Barrel (TOB)
System
Laser Alignment
Inner Barrel (TIB)
Endcap (TEC)
Inner Disks (TID)
Extra Alignment Sensors
Ray 3
Ray 2
Ray 4
to IR Laser Source
Ray 1
Figure 1.18: Layout of the laser alignment system.
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The laser alignment system consists of 52 beams that are grouped into four so-called rays (see
fig. 1.18):
• Ray One:
Measures the relative displacement between the muon chambers and the tracker. Due to
the sixfold symmetry of the muon system this set consists of six beams on each side of the
tracker.
• Rays Two and Three:
Those two sets of beams align the endcap disks with respect to each other. They have an
eightfold azimuthal symmetry and hit all nine disks of each endcap.
• Ray Four:
This set of eight beams is used to align the endcaps, inner barrel and outer barrel subdetectors
with respect to each other. As the beams only hit one layer of the inner and outer barrel, the
barrel subdetectors rely on the mechanical rigidity of their support structure for the relative
alignment of their layers.
The laser alignment system aims to reduce the misalignment of the individual detector modules
to less than 100 µm [21].
Chapter 2
Deformation Measurements on
CMS Detector Modules
In this chapter a test setup is used to investigate the deformation of detector modules of the CMS
tracker endcaps.
After a short discussion of the deformations expected for TEC modules in sec. 2.1, the mea-
surement principle is explained in sec. 2.2. The test setup is then described in sec. 2.3 followed by
sec. 2.4 which covers the calibration of the setup. In sec. 2.5 the measurements on test structures
and modules are presented. The chapter concludes with a short summary in sec. 2.6.
2.1 Deformations of the CMS Endcap Modules
This section starts with a brief description of the construction of the TEC modules. Then the mod-
ule deformations expected from the thermal stresses induced during their operation are discussed.
Finally some measures to reduce the expected deformations and glue stresses are described.
2.1.1 The TEC Modules
The detector modules for the silicon strip part of the CMS tracker are constructed of a variety of
different materials. This is true for both the barrel and the endcap modules. In this thesis a closer
look at the detector modules located in the endcap of the CMS tracker is taken (see sec. 1.7).
At the beginning of this investigation, a TEC module consisted of the following components
(see fig. 2.1):
• Module Frame:
The frame is made of a carbon fiber composite of high thermal conductivity. One of the
frame’s tasks is to efficiently transfer the heat produced by the sensor leakage current after
irradiation and the frontend electronics to the cooling points while ensuring the stability of
the module using a minimum of material.
For the modules in the rings 5 to 7, the frame consists of the two legs and the crosspiece
carrying the hybrid support, which are glued together (see fig. 2.1). For the smaller modules
in the rings 1 to 4 the frame is made of a single piece of carbon fiber (see appendix D).
• Kapton Foil:
The kapton foil itself is a sandwich of kapton and copper layers. It insulates the high voltage
on the sensor backplane from the module frame at ground potential. The copper layers
inside the kapton foil are used to apply the bias voltage to the sensors via connection pads
on one side of the foil. The kapton foil is also equipped with temperature sensors to measure
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Figure 2.1: Exploded view of a CMS TEC detector module located in ring 6.
the wafer temperatures during the operation of the module. The foil is glued onto both legs
of the frame.
• Sensors:
The sensors are wedge shaped silicon strip sensors. Each module is equipped with one (rings
1-4) or two (rings 5-7) sensors. The sensors are glued onto the connection pads of the kapton
layer (the sensor is biased through a conductive glue joint).
Each sensor will produce up to 0.5 W of thermal power after ∼10 years of LHC operation.
• Electronics:
The front end electronics are located on a ceramic hybrid made of Al2O3. It holds four to six
APV front end chips. The connection between hybrid and sensor is made by a pitch adapter
that is glued onto the hybrid. The hybrid itself is glued onto the frame.
The electronics will produce up to 2.1 W of thermal power.
• Heat Collector Pieces (HCPs):
The module is connected to the mounting points which also serve as connection points to the
cooling system. In order to ensure the desired mounting precision and a good heat transfer,
four small HCPs made of aluminum are glued to the frame at those points.
All non-conductive glueings are made with two-component epoxy glue [22]. The conductive glue
used for the wafer glueings is Polytec EE-129-4 [23]. The connection between the readout elec-
tronics, the pitch adapter and the sensor(s) is made via wire bonds.
In the production phase, the assembly of TEC modules will be automated by using a robot [24].
For the prototypes disussed in this work a manual assembly procedure was used (see appendix A).
2.1.2 Stresses in TEC Modules
As seen in sec. 2.1.1 the TEC modules are compound objects of different materials with different
properties. Especially the thermal expansion coefficients (CTE) vary over quite a scale as seen in
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table 2.1.
material thermal conductivity CTE radiation length
silicon 84 [W/mK] 4.67 [ppm/K] 9.37 [cm]
aluminum 150 [W/mK] ∼24 [ppm/K] 8.9 [cm]
carbon fiber ∼300 [W/mK] 0.5 [ppm/K] 23 [cm]
Al2O3 ∼25 [W/mK] ∼6.5 [ppm/K] 7.04 [cm]
Table 2.1: Thermal conductivity and CTE for the materials used in a TEC module.
Being assembled at room temperature the modules will have to be operated at temperatures
below -10 ◦C. The different CTEs of the materials used will result in mechanical stresses in the
glue layers of the module, which will lead to deformation of the module or even the failure of
certain glueings.
DestructionBending
Micro−Cracks
Cooling
Figure 2.2: Cross section of a deformed TEC module. It shows the three major problems of module
deformation: bending of the frame, formation of micro-cracks in the wafers or the hybrid and the
failure of glueings.
Depending on the parts affected, the consequences of such deformations can be more or less
severe (see fig. 2.2):
• Wafers:
1. A deformation of the sensors degrades the coordinate measurement.
2. The stresses in the silicon itself can lead to the formation of so-called ’micro cracks’,
increasing the noise of the channels at the edges of the wafers [25].
3. Even a gradual failure of a sensor glueing reduces the ability to remove the heat gen-
erated in this sensor. This results in a higher sensor temperature which means higher
leakage current, increased noise and radiation damage for this sensor. Those effects
would substantially reduce the lifetime of the module.
In the worst case a thermal runaway may occur due to the less effective cooling of the
sensor.
4. As the sensor is biased through the glue joints, a failure here may also lead to the total
failure of the sensor due to a bad connection to the bias pads.
• HCPs:
1. A deformation of the module frame at the position where the HCPs are located will
degrade the measurements by tilting both wafers.
2. A failure of a HCP glueing reduces the heat flow from the module to the cooling system.
This increases the temperature of the sensors and the electronics and leads to a reduced
lifetime of the module.
In the worst case it may result in thermal runaway.
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• Hybrid:
1. A deformation of the hybrid area will mainly induce stresses in the hybrid. This may
lead to cracks in the ceramic substrate, resulting in a malfunction of the electronics.
2. A failure of the hybrid glue joint would separate that part of the module that produces
most of the heat from the cooling system. This would lead to increased temperatures
of the frontend chips, and would reduce their lifetime.
The design of the modules should be optimised in a way that reduces the unwanted effects described
above to a reasonable minimum.
2.1.3 Anti Deformation Measures
small deformation
& small stresses
small deformationsmall deformation
& small stresses
stress tolerant gluereduced gluing area materials with matching CTEs
big deformation great stresses
fixed to support fixed to support
Measures to reduce Deformation and Glue Stresses
Figure 2.3: Three possibilities to reduce the deformation induced by glueing together and subse-
quently cooling down of materials with different CTE: reduction of the size of the glueing area,
use of special glue that can absorb more stress, and the use of alternative materials with better
matching CTEs.
All unwanted effects described in sec. 2.1.2 can be reduced by a variety of measures (fig. 2.3):
• Size of Glueing Area:
Reducing the size of a glue joint reduces the stresses in this joint. This leads to reduced
mechanical deformation and makes a glue failure less likely.
• The Glue:
Use of a flexible glue that can absorb more stress than a rigid one. This reduces the defor-
mation of the compound object of materials with different CTE.
• Glued Materials:
Substitute a material with an alternative one having a CTE that better matches the other
materials of the compound object. This leads to less deformation by reducing the stresses
directly and results in fewer glue failures.
A test setup for the TEC modules has been developed in order to examine the extend of the
problems mentioned in sec. 2.1.2 and to optimise the module design with the measures described
in sec. 2.1.3.
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2.2 An optical Approach to Measure Surface Deformations
In order to measure and monitor deformations of a surface, a variety of measurement methods
could be used, each one having certain strengths and weaknesses in a given measurement scenario.
In this section we first describe the requirements for the test stand to be used. Following that
the measurement method used here is explained.
2.2.1 Measurement Requirements
In order to monitor the deformations of a TEC module, the setup has to fulfill several requirements:
• Measurement of a reflecting surface (the polished silicon wafers).
• Accuracy of about 10 µm, expecting deformations of up to 200 µm.
• Suitable for all the different modules of the endcap.
• Measurements should be fast and easy.
Following a setup at the MPI Muenchen[26] an optical method to perform the measurements was
selected.
2.2.2 Optical Survey of the Surface
The measurement principle relies on the fact that the reflecting surface of the polished wafers acts
as a very good mirror. This mirror projects the picture of a regularly patterned grid of white
dots towards a CCD camera. Any change of the surface results in a movement of the dots in the
projected image (see fig. 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Working principle of the optical measurement. The light emitted from a dot of the
grid is reflected by the polished surface of the silicon wafers towards a CCD camera. A tilt of the
surface results in a tilt of the reflected light.
This method has several advantages:
• Easy Implementation:
Only the grid of dots and the camera are required. Affer everything has been fixed in place
there are no moveable parts.
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• Fast Measurement:
One measurement consisting of reading out 15 images takes about 3 seconds. Higher rates
are possible with slightly degraded accuracy.
On the other hand this method also has limitations:
• Needs a Reflecting Surface:
This is no disadvantage in our application.
• Limited Scanning Resolution:
Deformations can only be monitored if they extend over an area larger than the pitch of the
reflected dot positions (Nyquist theorem).
• Surface Continuity:
The method applied to reconstruct the surface from the measurement of dot movements
relies on the surface beeing continuous. Sudden kinks cannot be reconstructed.
In principle this measurement method can be used in two ways:
• Absolute Measurements:
The absolute position and shape of the measured surface is reconstructed. To do this, first
the geometry of the setup has to be measured exactly, as the accuracy of the measurement
relies on these data. Then the origin of each dot sensed with the camera has to be identified.
The latter is a quite demanding task, requiring additional identification marks on the grid.
• Relative Measurements:
Here only the change in the shape of the observed surface between two measurements is
reconstructed. The initial shape and position of the surface is not determined with this
method. The dependence on the geometry of the setup is reduced to two calibration factors,
that have to be measured once. A special design of the grid eliminates the need to correlate
each dot in the camera picture to its origin on the grid.
As the task of this setup is to monitor the changes of a TEC module while it is cooled down from
room temperature to its operation temperature, relative measurements are chosen.
2.2.3 Reconstruction Principle
For small angles ∆α,∆β the following equations hold true:
∆α = cX ·∆X , ∆β = cY ·∆Y
They show that the change in the surface angles ∆α,∆β can be read from the displacements in the
camera plane ∆X ,∆Y . The two calibration factors cX and cY have to be measured once for a given
setup.
Assuming a rectangular pattern of n times m dots recorded by the camera, the change in the
surface is reconstructed as follows:
1. Get the surface angles ∆αi, j,∆βi, j for all points i=1..n, j=1..m.
2. Fit quadratic splines (Sx j (j=1..m-1), Syi (i=1..n-1)) to every row and every column of points,
using the ∆αs as slope values for the rows and the ∆βs for the columns. The height and the
curvature of the spline function is set to zero at the beginning (see fig. 2.5).
3. The grid-like combination of all of the n+m splines gives the matrix with the surfaces height
values.
Therefore, knowing the deviations of the reflected dot positions on the CCD from one picture to
the next, one can reconstruct the corresponding change in the measured surface.
The complete calculations are given in appendix B.
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Figure 2.5: Reconstruction of the surface via a spline fit for one dimension. From the measurements
of the dot movements the change in the surface angles (∆α) is calculated. Setting the initial height
and curvature to zero the spline fit is done using the ∆αs as slope values at the position of reflection
of the points used for the fit.
2.3 The Setup
In this section the test stand is described. First the design principles for the setup are shown (see
sec. 2.3.1). After that the setup and all of its components are depicted (see sec. 2.3.2).
2.3.1 Design Principles
After the working principle of the test stand was chosen, the setup itself was designed according
to the following design principles. They are divided into main goals and side goals:
• Main Goals:
1. Ensure an accuracy of at least 10 µm.
2. Be prepared for all sizes of TEC modules.
3. Ensure operations down to -10◦C wafer temperature.
• Side Goals:
1. Make optimal use of the CCD chip.
2. Be as compact as possible.
3. Make measurements as easy and robust as possible.
The design considerations explained above led to the setup presented in the next subsection.
2.3.2 Description of the Setup
The deformation test stand consists of the following components (see fig. 2.6):
• Rigid Scaffold:
Made of aluminum profiles, it ensures the stable position of grid, camera and DUT1 relative
to each other during the measurements. This makes the setup quite robust, so that it can
be mounted on a simple table.
1Device Under Test
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Figure 2.6: Picture of the setup.
• CCD Camera:
It is capable of delivering a standard black and white image with a resolution of 751 x 582
pixels. The camera is equipped with a zoom lensing system with a focal length ranging from
12 to 70 mm. A setting of 20 mm was chosen for the setup (see appendix C).
The camera is positioned 540 mm from the middle of the DUT and is tilted by an angle of 41◦
with respect to the module plane. At this angle the largest TEC modules fit almost perfectly
in the sensitive area of the camera’s CCD array. This ensures the maximum resolution for
the measurements.
• Grid:
The grid is placed at a distance of 460 mm to the DUT. It is tilted by the same angle of
41◦ with respect to the module plane as the camera. The dots on the grid follow a special
design pattern (see fig. 2.7), so that positions where the dots are reflected on the wafer form
a rectangular pattern with a pitch of about 5 mm. This eliminates the need to correlate the
dots in the CCD picture to their sources on the grid and makes it possible to mount the
DUT anywhere in the sensitive area of the setup.
• Cooling Machine:
It can be operated in the temperature range of -25 ◦C to 40 ◦C with 250 W of cooling power
at -20 ◦C. The liquid C6F14 and the very similar to it C8F182 are used as coolants (C6F14will
be later used in the CMS tracker cooling system).
• Temperature Measurement:
A digital multimeter with 20 four-wired inputs reads out the temperature probes that are
fixed on the DUT.
• Thermal Shield:
A copper box equipped with cooling tubes has the task of pre-cooling the air around the
module. It shields about 70% of the thermal radiation from the environment and creates
2FC-72 (C6F14) and PF-5080 (C8F18), 3M Belgium N.V.
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a volume of cold air around the DUT. It is the coldest part of the setup and the humidity
inside tends to condensate at the shield. This reduces the amount of condensation on the
wafers that would otherwise disturb the optical measurement.
Figure 2.7: Picture of the gridholder with the grid of white dots inside. The special pattern of
the dots eliminates the need to identify each dot in the camera picture with its origin on the grid.
The reflecting positions of the dots result in a rectangular pattern with a pitch of about 5mm on
the reflecting surface.
• Module Holder:
It is located inside the thermal shield and consists of a 6 mm CF plate equipped with four
cooling inserts made of aluminum (see fig. 2.8). The inserts are connected via a titanium
cooling pipe, that is in turn connected to the cooling system. The CF plate ensures the
stability of the position of the inserts during the measurements.
• Surrounding Polycarbonate Box:
The box separates the measurement area from the environment in the laboratory. It limits
the convection volume and the amount of vapor that can condensate on the DUT. Thus it
helps to ensure the stable operation of the test stand when measuring at low temperatures.
• Spotlight:
It illuminates the grid during the measurements, reducing any stray light to a minimum
level.
For the test stand, the most compact geometry possible was chosen, ensuring the desired mea-
surement resolution even for the largest modules of the endcap (see appendix C).
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mounting Inserts
cooling Pipe
6mm CF Plate
Figure 2.8: Picture of the support for the TEC modules of ring 6.
2.4 Calibration
As mentioned in sec. 2.2.2 two calibration factors, one for each dimension of the plane, are required
to translate the movements of the dots into changes of the surface angle. In this section a device
to obtain the calibration factors for the setup is first described (see sec. 2.4.1). Afterwards the
working principle of the calibration is discussed (see sec. 2.4.3). This is followed by an investigation
of the measuring accuracy of the setup (see sec. 2.4.2). The section ends with the measurement
of the calibration factors (see sec. 2.4.4).
2.4.1 The Calibration Device
In order to evaluate the two calibration factors a special calibration device was developed (see
fig. 2.9).
micrometer−
screw
polished metal sheet
bending direction
Figure 2.9: Picture of the calibration device.
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The device used for the calibration consists of a thin sheet of metal fixed between two cones
near the edges of the sheet and a micrometer screw in the middle of the sheet. The polished
surface of the metal sheet serves as a mirror with a variable shape. By using the micrometer screw
to deform the sheet, parabolic surfaces with sagittas of up to 1 mm are obtained. Thus one is able
to verify the setting of the calibration factors over the whole measurement range of the setup. In
order to calibrate the two coordinates at the same time the calibration device is tilted by 45◦ with
respect to the main axis of the setup (see fig. 2.10).
Cal.
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X Coordinate
Y
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Figure 2.10: Position of the calibration device with respect to the setup. The angle of 45 degrees
allows to determine the calibration factors for both X and Y directions with one measurement.
2.4.2 Accuracy of the Dot Measurements
An important parameter is the accuracy of the surface reconstruction. In order to determine this
value several measurements were conducted on the calibration device without any change to the
surface.
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Figure 2.11: Accuracy of the measurement in both directions.
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For a given value of the calibration factor the distribution of the point movements measured
can be translated into an uncertainty for the height measurements as seen in fig. 2.12. For the
calibration factors evaluated in sec. 2.4.4 this results in 0.17 µm for measurements along the X
coordinate and 0.3 µm for measurements along the Y coordinate (see fig. 2.11). The difference
in the accuracy along the X and Y coordinate is due to the different resolution of the CCD chip
along these coordinates.
Error on Surface Angle
Measured Dot Positions
Error on Dot Position
Measured Surface Angles
Reconstructed Surface
Height Uncertainty
Figure 2.12: The limited accuracy of the dot measurements translates into an error of the measured
surface angles. This results in an uncertainty of the height of the surface reconstructed on the
basis of those angles.
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Figure 2.13: Uncertainty of height differences measured. The uncertainty increases with the square
root of the number of points used in the spline fit for equidistant dots.
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The uncertainty in the height difference between the two endpoints of a fitted spline is shown
in fig. 2.13. It is calculated as the quadratic sum over the uncertainties on the point measurements
(see fig. 2.11) used to fit the spline. For the wafers of a TEC module of ring 6 (width 60 mm) this
accumulates to 1.2 µm for the height difference between the two opposite corners of the wafer.
2.4.3 Working Principle of the Calibration
Initial Surface
Deformed Surfaces
first Measurement second Measurement
change Surface
Figure 2.14: Working principle for the calibration. A first measurement is taken at the initial
surface. Then the metal sheet is bent via the micrometerscrew and a measurement of this specified
surface change is carried out.
The working principle of the calibration process is quite simple:
1. Measure the initial state of the calibration surface (see the solid line in fig. 2.14).
2. Prepare a well defined change in the calibration surface (see the dashed lines in fig. 2.14).
3. Measure the calibration surface again.
4. Find the calibration parameters that lead to the best reconstruction of the surface change.
The actual calibration measurements started with a surface that was already bent by about 50 to
100 µm. This ensures a perfect placement of the metal sheet between the two cones of the device
and the head of the micrometerscrew.
2.4.4 Calibration of the Setup
The evaluation of the calibration factors is done separately for the X and Y coordinate of the plane.
In an iterative process the calibration factor to be evaluated is modified until the reconstructed
surface fits best the expected parabolic shape of the calibration surface. In fig. 2.15 the points
show the shape of the reconstructed surface for the best setting of the calibration factor Cx for
measurements along the X axis. The continuous line shows the expected shape of the calibration
surface for a micrometer screw setting of 100 µm chosen here. The surface is reconstructed very
well on the right half of the plot. A small kink on one side of the metal sheet is seen in the
reconstructed surface of the left half. Therefore only the half without the kink is used to obtain
the calibration factors.
The calibration factors were evaluated for several different settings of the calibration device.
The change in the measured calibration factors can be seen in fig. 2.16, where the relative change
of the factor Cx with respect to the mean value Cx over all measurements is shown versus the
sagitta of the calibration surface. The shaded area shows the uncertainty because of the limited
accuracy of the dot position measurement (see sec. 2.4.2). The variation of the calibration factor
is within expectations.
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Figure 2.15: Measurement of the factor Cx for 100 µm deformation. The filled squares represent
the reconstructed surface with the best value of the calibration factor. The continuous line shows
the parabolic surface expected for the calibration device. A kink on one side of the metal sheet
causes the deviation from the expected shape in the left part of the plot.
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Figure 2.16: Relative deviation of the calibration factor Cx for different sagittas of the calibration
device. The values are shown with respect to the mean value of Cx over all 13 measurements.
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The height uncertainty ∆H between two points of a reconstructed surface is therefore dominated
by the error on the dot positions (see sec. 2.4.2) and can be given as:
∆H =
√
Nx ·0.172 + Ny ·0.32
Here Nx is the distance along X and Ny the distance along Y between the two points, measured
in units of the dot pitch.
2.5 Measurements on Test Structures and Modules
This section deals with the measurements performed with the test stand described in section 2.3.
First the measurement procedure will be described (see sec. 2.5.1). After some initial measure-
ments (see sec. 2.5.2), the measurements on dummy modules and test structures are presented in
three groups: measurements on HCPs (see sec. 2.5.3), measurements on sensors (see sec. 2.5.4)
and measurements on hybrids (see sec. 2.5.5).
2.5.1 Measurement Procedure
A measurement is performed by conducting the following steps:
1. Prepare an initial state of the surface to be measured. This normally means fixing the
module in the test stand at room temperature and closing the polycarbonate box.
2. Take a picture of this state as reference for the following measurements.
(a) Identify the position of all the dots in this picture.
(b) Group the identified dots in rows and columns.
3. Change the state of the surface in the way which is the subject of investigation. This is
normally done by heating or cooling the module.
4. Take a picture of the altered surface.
(a) Identify the position of all the dots in this picture.
(b) Correlate the dots of this picture to the ones of the reference picture.
(c) Calculate the movement of each dot.
(d) Do the spline fits.
5. Start over with step 3 for the next measurement.
In order to reduce the effective noise of a measurement one picture corresponds to the mean
information of 15 CCD images read out in a row.
2.5.2 First Measurements
After calibration of the setup, it has been verified that the module holder itself is not deformed
by the process of thermal cycling. The movements of the cooling inserts were monitored via four
little mirrors, that were placed on the four cooling points (see fig. 2.17).
In fig. 2.18 the results of the measurement are shown. The tilt amplitude of each insert and
the common tilt amplitude for all inserts stays below 4 µm. This is compatible with the accuracy
of the setup evaluated in sec. 2.4.2.
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on Inserts
Mirrors placed
Figure 2.17: Picture of the support for the modules with mirrors placed on each mounting insert.
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Figure 2.18: Results of the initial measurement on the module support. The individual tilting
of the inserts and the common tilt of all inserts stays below 4 µm. This is compatible with the
accuracy of the setup.
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Subsequently a first test module was measured. The module had a simpler geometry than the
endcap modules (see fig. 2.19) and consisted of the following:
• Two legs and one crosspiece made of carbon fiber, glued together to form the module frame.
• Kapton foils glued on each leg.
• Two dummy silicon wafers, glued on the kapton layer.
• Four HCPs made of aluminum, glued at the cooling points on the bottom side of the frame.
The kapton foils were glued over their full length. The two wafers were fixed only in the area of
the contact pads on the kapton foils (20 x 4 mm). All glueings were conducted with Araldite.
The module was measured between 30 ◦C and -12 ◦C for a total ∆T of 42 ◦C. The reference
picture was taken at 30 ◦C. The result of the first thermal cycle is shown in fig. 2.20. It can be
seen that the deformation of the silicon wafers was about 40 µm. The deformation of the wafers
occurred mainly in the region where the wafers are glued. The second half of the frame is tilted
downwards resulting in a maximum deformation of 120 µm. This tilt of the frame has its origin
in the region between the two wafers where the HCPs are located.
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Figure 2.19: Picture of the first dummy module tested.
With these results several problems were identified:
1. The HCPs seem to have a huge bending effect on the module frame due to the great difference
in the CTEs of the materials used.
2. The deformation of the wafers seems to be quite high.
3. Because of the non-matching CTEs of the frame and the ceramic hybrid substrate, a defor-
mation of the hybrid should be investigated, too.
Those three topics are investigated in the next subsections.
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Figure 2.20: Measurement on the first dummy module. In the upper part the reconstructed
surfaces of the two deformed wafers are shown. In the lower part a crossection of the module can
be seen. The ∆T was 42◦C for this measurement.
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2.5.3 Investigations on Heat Collecting Pieces
A short look at table 2.1 shows that aluminum and carbon fiber have a great difference in their
CTEs. So it was not surprising that the frame was bent downwards by the aluminum HCP glued
on the lower side of the carbon fiber frame (see fig. 2.21).
shrinking of HCPs
Bending of Frame
at Room Temperature
Cooled Down
CFC Frame Wafers
Aluminum HCPsCooling
Figure 2.21: Illustration of the bending effect of the aluminum HCPs glued onto the carbon fibre
frame of the test module.
In order to reduce the bending effect of the HCPs it was proposed to add a similar aluminum
piece on the opposite side of the frame. The forces induced by the two pieces should cancel out
resulting in a much smaller bending of the frame.(see fig. 2.22)
No Bending
Equal Stresses
HPCs on Both Sides of Frame
Figure 2.22: Compensation principle with two HCPs on opposite sides of the frame.
This principle was tested on simpler test structures of the size of a frame leg (see fig. 2.23).
The test structures consisted of the following:
• CFC-Leg:
A strip of carbon fiber of the size of a leg of the dummy module.
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• HCPs:
At each of the two mounting points two HCPs were glued onto the test structure, one on
each side of the carbon fiber strip.
In order to provide the reflecting surface needed by the setup, two small mirrors (20 x 30 mm2)
were placed on the test structure (see fig. 2.23). Pieces of dummy wafers served as light and almost
perfect mirrors for the measurements.
With the mirrors used in the measurements only the surface angle of the test structure at the
position where the mirrors are placed can be obtained. The bending is calculated from those two
angles, assuming a lever arm of 60 mm.
CFC−Leg Mirrors
Mounting Points HPCs on Both Sides
Figure 2.23: Picture of a test structure to investigate the bending of the frame due to the HCPs.
The calculation is done on the basis of a very simple model:
It is assumed that the deformation of the test structure occurs at the mounting point near the
middle of the structure. The bending of the leg is handled as a kink at the position of this mounting
point. The change in the surface angle is assumed to be the difference of the two measured angles
(see fig. 2.24).
b=L  tan γ
at Room Temperature
Mirrors
α β
L=60mm
γ=β−α
Definition of Bending b
Measured Angles
Cooled Down
Mounting Points
Figure 2.24: Simple model to evaluate the bending b of a leg test structure.
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Each structure was measured several times in a row, each cycle starting at room temperature
(about 18 ◦C), followed by cooldown to -18 ◦C and heating up again.
Fig. 2.25 shows a typical measurement over 40 cycles. The upper line of dots marks the data
taken at room temperature. The middle line (rectangles) shows the data taken at -18 ◦C. It can
be seen that both lines have a common shift upwards during the first two cycles. As the structure
is mounted with two screws at the two mounting points, it is inevitable to induce small stresses to
the structure and the support during the mounting procedure. These stresses are released during
the first few thermal cycles, leading to the common shift seen in fig. 2.25.
In order to cancel this effect, the difference of the data between two consecutive measurements
taken at 18 ◦C and at -18 ◦C is defined as the bending of the test structure. Those values can be
seen in the lower line in fig. 2.25 (triangles).
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Figure 2.25: Bending values taken at +18 ◦C (circles) and -18 ◦C (squares) during 40 measurement
cycles. There is a common shift in both measurements for the first two cycles due to the relaxation
of mounting stresses. Therefore the bending is defined as the difference of the bending measured
at +18 ◦C and -18 ◦C (triangles).
First measurements on the test structures showed that the compensation worked only for the
initial one or two measurement cycles but failed for the following ones (see fig. 2.26).
This is explained by the failure of the glueing of one of the aluminum pieces, leading to a
situation where the other HCP can bend the test structure without compensation.
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Figure 2.26: Bend of the first two test structures with hand made glueings versus the number of
thermal cycles. For a ∆T of about 36 ◦C. In both cases one of the HCP glue joints fails after one
or two cycles.
A survey of the thickness of the hand-applied glue layers under the HCPs showed huge varia-
tions from 10 µm to 100 µm even along one HCP.
So for the next batch of test structures a special glueing jig was used to ensure glueings with
a homogenous thickness of 60±5 µm (see fig. 2.27).
Figure 2.27: Picture of glueing jig. The jig ensures homogenous glue films of 60±5 µm thickness.
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The results from this batch of samples are shown in fig. 2.28. The bending ranges from 0 µm
to 20 µm for the first few cycles, which is about one order of magnitude less than for the test
structures with ’hand made’ glueings. But for all samples the bending of the structure increases
monotonically with increasing number of thermal cycles.
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Figure 2.28: Bending of four test structures with improved glueings versus the number of thermal
cycles. The ∆T was 36 ◦C. A gradual failure of the HCP glueings can be seen for all samples.
Increased bending is always a sign of glue failure. This could be understood with the help of
finite element calculations concerning the stresses inside the glue layer [27]. Along the edge of the
HCPs these stresses exceeded the safe value proposed for this kind of glue and materials [28]. This
leads to the gradual failure of the glue joints, increasing the bending of the test structure.
So another approach was attempted aiming at a reduction of the stresses in the glue layer. This
was achieved by choosing a different material for the HCPs. As the most promising alternative to
the aluminum HCPs, pieces made of compressed graphite (FE779 [29]) were evaluated.
As seen in table 2.2 FE779 has about one third of the CTE of aluminum. This should reduce
the stresses in the glue layer under the HPCs by the same factor of three to a value that should
be tolerable for this type of glue.
The measurements on a test structure with HCPs made of FE779 are seen in fig. 2.29. They
show excellent long term stability of the evaluated samples with a bending effect of about 10 µm.
After these promising results a first change in the module design was proposed and accepted.
In the new design the HCP material was changed from aluminum to FE779 and the counterpart
of each HCP on the opposite side of the frame was added (see appendix D).
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material thermal conductivity CTE
silicon 84 [W/mK] 4.67 [ppm/K]
aluminum 120 [W/mK] ∼24 [ppm/K]
carbon fiber ∼300 [W/mK] 0.5 [ppm/K]
FE779 65[W/mK] ∼7.4 [ppm/K]
Al2O3 ∼25 [W/mK] ∼6.5 [ppm/K]
Table 2.2: Thermal conductivity and CTE for the materials of the TEC modules and FE779,
a type of compressed graphite. The CTE of FE779 is more than three time lower than that of
aluminum.
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Figure 2.29: Bending of a test structure with HCPs made of FE779 versus the number of thermal
cycles. The ∆T was 36 ◦C. No indication for glue failure can be seen.
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2.5.4 Wafer Deformation
As stated in sec. 2.5.2 the deformation of the wafers was measured to be about 40 µm for the
60x60 mm sizesd sensors of the dummy module tested. The deformation occured in the glueing
area of the wafers due to the different CTE of the silicon sensors and the carbon fibre frame (see.
tab. 2.1). In order to reduce the deformation of the silicon wafers a silicon based glue NEE001[30]
was tested. This should be able to absorb more stresses than the Araldite glue used in the initial
joints. In this way the deformation of the wafers will be reduced and less stresses will be induced
in the sensors, making the formation of micro-cracks less likely.
Figure 2.30: Picture of the prototype module used to evaluate the effect of the FE779 HCPs and
the stress-absorbing silicon-based glue for the wafer glueings.
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Figure 2.31: Reconstructed surface of the two wafers of the prototype module. The Wafers were
glued with the silicon based glue. For a ∆T of 36 ◦C.
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For this measurement a prototype module was built, consisting of the following pieces (see
fig. 2.30:
• Two legs glued on a crosspiece made of carbon fiber, forming the module frame.
• Kapton foils glued on each leg of the frame.
• Two dummy silicon wafers, glued on the kapton layers.
• Four HCPs glued on both sides of the frame legs at the mounting point between the two
wafers.
The wafers were glued with NEE001. The other glueings were made with Araldite.
The measurements of the prototype showed almost no deformation in the silicon wafers and
only a minor bending of the frame of less than 40 µm (see fig. 2.31).
This remaining bend of the frame is due to the kapton foil glued between the frame and the
dummy wafers.
2.5.5 Optimization of the Hybrid Area
The main interest in the investigation of dummy endcap modules was the examination of any
deformation in the hybrid area. The geometry of ring 2 was chosen for this test (see appendix D).
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Figure 2.32: Picture of the ring 2 dummy module used for the evaluation of the hybrid deformation.
The dummy hybrid is smaller than the real one, having a width of 50 mm instead of 60 mm.
The module built consisted of the following components (see fig. 2.32):
• A frame made of one single piece of carbon fiber.
• Kapton foils glued on each leg of the frame.
• One dummy silicon wafer, glued on the kapton layers.
• A dummy hybrid of Al2O3 (50 x 20 mm2) glued on the frame.
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Figure 2.33: Measurement of the deformation of the wafer of the ring 2 dummy module for a ∆T
of 20 ◦C. The deformation stays below 20 µm.
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Figure 2.34: Measurement of the hybrid deformations for a 50 mm long Al2O3 dummy hybrid
glued on a carbon fibre frame. Three crossections of the reconstructed hybrid surface are shown.
The squares represent the middle, the triangles the front and the circles the back of the dummy
hybrid. The scale on the right side shows the extrapolation of the measurements to the dimensions
of a real hybrid.
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The dummy hybrid had a thin metal film on the upper side serving as the reflective surface for
the measurement.
Because of the limited size of the availiable Al2O3 piece, the measurement area in the hybrid
region was only 50 x 20 mm2. The standard hybrid dimensions were 60 x 25 mm2.
The measurements had two major results:
• With the new glue the deformations of the wafers are reduced to below 20 µm (see fig. 2.33).
• The dummy hybrid is deformed to a very large extend (see fig. 2.34).
The explanation for the hybrid deformation is once again found in the great difference of the CTEs
of the Al2O3 hybrid and the frame made of carbon fiber (see table 2.2).
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Figure 2.35: Finite element calculation of the hybrid deformation for a frame made of carbon fiber.
The area covered by the measurement is indicated by the two dashed lines [27].
Finite element calculations [27] gave similar results (see fig. 2.35) and indicated a possible
failure of the glueing because of the stresses in the glue exceeding the safety mark (see fig. 2.36).
This could be confirmed in subsequent measurement cycles (see fig. 2.37). The deformation
amplitude decreases in subsequent thermal cycles showing a clear sign for a glue failure.
As a possible solution the use of FE779 for the crosspieces of the ring 5-7 modules and the
frames of the ring 1-4 modules was investigated. This should reduce the stresses in the glue layer
under the hybrid because of the better matching CTEs of graphite and Al2O3 (see tab. 2.2).
Measurements on a ring 2 dummy module with a frame made of FE779 (see fig. 2.38) showed
no sign of hybrid deformation in agreement with the finite element calculation (see fig. 2.39).
Thus another design change was proposed and accepted: In the new design the crosspiece of
the modules with two wafers (rings 5 to 7) and the whole frame of the one-wafer modules (rings
1 to 4) will be made of FE779 (see appendix D).
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Figure 2.36: Finite element calculation of the stresses in the glue layer below the hybrid. At the
edges of the hybrid the maximum tolerable stress is exceeded [27].
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Figure 2.37: Measured amplitude of the hybrid deformation in subsequent thermal cycles for a
50 mm long Al2O3 dummy hybrid glued on a carbon fibre frame. The scale on the right side shows
the values of the deformation amplitude extrapolated to the dimensions of a real hybrid.
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Figure 2.38: Measurement of hybrid deformation for a ring 2 module with a frame made of FE779.
No deformation of the dummy hybrid could be observed within the accuracy of the setup.
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Figure 2.39: Finite element calculation of hybrid deformation for a frame made of FE779 in
comparison to one made of carbon fiber [27].
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2.6 Summary
In this chapter the possible deformations of the TEC modules under temperature changes have
been investigated. Measurements were conducted on dummy modules of different geometries, on
special test structures and on prototype modules.
The measurements showed severe deformations of the frame and the hybrid and medium de-
formation of the wafers. Several measures were taken in order to reduce the deformation of the
module components. All deformations could be substantially reduced through a combination of
the proposed countermeasures.
The measurements presented in this chapter led to a new design for the TEC detector modules.
Modules built with the new design performed well through 20 thermal cycles, showing almost no
deformation of any part. Those 20 thermal cycles may be more than a TEC module will have to
stand during its lifetime in CMS.
As a side effect the new design reduced the cost for the TEC modules by about 400.000 SFr
for the two endcaps.
Chapter 3
Misalignment Studies on the CMS
Tracker
The CMS tracker is a very complex device (see sec. 1.6). The silicon strip tracker surrounding the
pixel detector has more than 15000 sensor modules (107 channels) in four subdetectors. All parts
will be assembled with the highest accuracy that can be achieved. But the mounting precision
envisaged is not sufficient to allow the precise tracking needed from this part of the CMS experiment
(see sec. 3.2). In addition to that, frequent changes in the environmental conditions can lead to
non negligible deformations of all parts.
This chapter concerns itself with simulations of the performance of the CMS tracker under
various misalignment conditions. In sec. 3.1 the principal sources and effects of misalignment
are described for the CMS tracker. After that the misalignment cases evaluated in this thesis
are discussed in more detail in sec. 3.2. Sec. 3.3 discusses the event processes and performance
parameters evaluated in the analysis. This is followed by a brief introduction to the tools used for
the simulation of misalignment in sec. 3.4. The results of the simulation are presented in sec. 3.5
followed by a brief summary in sec. 3.6.
3.1 Tracker Misalignment
In this section various sources of misalignment in the CMS strip tracker will be first discussed (see
sec. 3.1.1). Possible effects of such deformations are listed in sec. 3.1.2. Finally two approaches to
minimize these effects will be explained briefly (see sec. 3.1.3).
3.1.1 Sources of Misalignment
There are several sources of deformation of the tracker during the operation of the CMS experiment:
• Initial Tolerances:
There are geometrical tolerances in the production of all tracker parts and also the assembly
of the tracker is done with a certain precision. Both effects lead to an initial misalignment
in the tracker.
• Shutdown:
During shutdowns the whole tracker volume will be warmed up to room temperature and
then cooled down again [17]. This will induce thermal stresses in the tracker structure that
may result in movements of the tracker parts. Such thermal stresses are also induced during
the first cool down of the tracker. In addition the reassembly of the tracker after a shutdown
is done with the same accuracy as the initial assembly.
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• Filling:
The LHC will be refilled every ∼10 hours [17]. During filling the sensor bias will be switched
off. This results in a reduced thermal load, inducing thermal stresses that lead to an addi-
tional misalignment of the tracker.
• Radiation Damage:
The increasing radiation damage to the sensors leads to changing leakage currents in the
detector modules [17]. This causes variations in the thermal load in the different tracker
parts and changes in the thermal stresses which could lead to variable deformations.
The misalignment induced by the sources mentioned above will effect the tracker performance as
discussed in the next section.
3.1.2 Effects of Misalignment
The displacement of individual detector modules or whole parts of the strip tracker effects its
performance in several ways:
1. Reduced Efficiency:
In order to find a particle track, the track finding algorithm tries to find tracker hits com-
patible with a given seed (see appendix F). The hits found with misaligned detectors are
less likely to fit with this seed. This leads to a reduced number of hits per reconstructed
track and increases the chance that a candidate track is rejected because it does not con-
tain enough hits. Thus less particle tracks are found with a misaligned tracker than with a
perfectly aligned one.
2. Increased Fake Rate:
As there are many more seeds than actual particle tracks (see appendix F) most of them are
fake seeds. It is possible that a hit fits to one of this fake seeds building a fake track segment.
The greater the uncertainty due to tracker misalignment, the higher are the chances that
this happens. This increases the number of hits that can be collected for such a fake track
and makes it more likely that a fake track is accepted because it contains a sufficient number
of hits. This leads to the ’reconstruction’ of a fake track.
3. Reduced Momentum Resolution:
Even if the track finder manages to find all the hits of a track, the track parameters (momen-
tum, curvature, vertex information, etc.) are reconstructed less precisely (see appendix F).
The increased uncertainties due to misalignment can dramatically reduce the accuracy of
the tracker.
The drop in the tracker performance leads to degraded trigger performance affecting the output
of the whole experiment. Therefore the misalignment should be minimized.
The alignment strategy for the CMS tracker is presented in the next section.
3.1.3 Alignment Methods
In order to reduce the inevitable misalignment to a minimum level or measure the true positions
of the modules with high precision, two approaches will be used in CMS:
• Alignment with Tracks:
With muon tracks of high transverse momentum it is possible to determine the positions of
all detector modules with respect to each other and to the muon system [31]. Using several
105 tracks this method leads to a very accurate determination of the module positions.
The major drawback is the amount of time that is needed to collect such a number of
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tracks. Because of the low trigger rate of the appropriate events1 (see sec. 3.3.3) this kind of
alignment will require several days of data taking. Therefore alignment with tracks can only
monitor variations with time constants of the order of days. Thus it will mainly be used for
offline corrections of the data.
• Alignment with the Laser Alignment System:
The laser alignment system utilizes infrared laser beams to monitor the positions of selected
detector modules in the strip tracker and of special alignment sensors in the muon system [19].
The resolution of the system is limited and it operates only on the tracker large structures
(TIB/TID,TOB,TEC) and on the endcap discs (see sec. 1.7.2); it cannot be used to align
modules individually. But it can produce alignment information essentially on a continuous
basis. Its main task will therefore be to provide online corrections to the tracker data when
the latter is used in the higher level triggers (HLT).
A couple of questions arise regarding these scenarios:
1. What is the effect of a certain deformation on the performance of the tracker?
2. What amount of deformation can be tolerated by the pattern recognition?
3. What is the impact of the laser alignment system?
These questions will be addressed in the following sections.
3.2 Possible Deformations in the CMS Tracker
In the previous section the sources and principle effects of a tracker misalignment were discussed.
In this section we take a closer look at the tracker deformations themselves and will first describe
the misalignment scenario used for this simulation work (see sec. 3.2.1). In sec. 3.2.2 the impact
of the laser alignment system on the misalignment scenario is discussed. Finally in sec. 3.2.3 the
procedure to generate the misalignment scenario is described.
In principle there are several possible deformations for the tracker and each of its parts:
• Displacements in X,Y and Z of all tracker parts: modules, barrel rods, endcap disks, the
whole inner barrel, etc.
• Rotations around the three axes of all tracker parts.
• More complex deformations like sagging of the rods in the barrel or shearing of the discs of
one endcap
• Even more complicated deformations of single detector units (see chapter 2)
In this work only the effect of displacements is investigated.
3.2.1 Deformation Scenario
The misalignment sources listed in sec. 3.1.1 describe two stages of tracker misalignment:
1. Initial misalignment of the tracker due to mounting tolerances.
2. Misalignment induced during tracker operation.
The two cases are discussed in the following sections.
1the rate for Z0->µµ is about 10 per second[31]
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3.2.1.1 Initial Misalignment
To describe the initial misalignment one has to look at the composition of the CMS tracker.
As stated in sec. 1.7 the tracker has a given hierarchy of parts (see fig. 3.1):
1. Subdetectors: TIB,TOB,TID and TEC
2. Barrel flanges and forward discs
3. Rods / Half shells / TID rings / Petals
4. Modules
Rings in TID Discs
TIB and TOB in Halfbarrels
two TECs and TIDs 
Subdetectors:
EndcapBarrel
Disc/Flange:
Flanges in the TIB/TOB
Discs in TEC/TID
Rod/Shell/Petal/Ring:
Rods in TOB Flanges
Petals in TEC Discs
Shells in TIB Flanges
Modules
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the hierarchy of the CMS strip tracker.
Each level of tracker hierarchy involves a certain step in the tracker assembly procedure with
a certain mechanical precision. For example the placement of the modules on their support can
be done more accurately than the placement of the endcap with respect to the outer barrel.
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Estimates for all such mounting precisions are shown in table 3.1. The modules can be mounted
on their support very precisely. The accuracy is about 50 µm when mounted on the rods/half shells
of the barrels or even 20 µm when mounted on the petals/rings of the endcap/inner discs. The
mounting of petals and rods on the disks/half shells is assumed to be precise to 100 µm. The
flanges holding the half shells in the inner barrel and the rods in the outer barrel will be mounted
with a precision of one millimeter. The same is true for the disks in the endcaps with respect
to each other. And finally the subdetectors should be fixed with respect to each other with an
accuracy of about 3 mm. TIB and TID are connected to each other so that they share the same
movement with respect to the other subdetectors and are assumed to have no misalignment with
respect to each other on this level of hierarchy.
subdetector part disk/flange petal/ring/rod/shell module
inner barrel 3000 1000 100 50
inner discs 3000 1000 100 20
outer barrel 3000 1000 100 50
endcaps 3000 1000 100 20
Table 3.1: Mounting precisions for the parts of the CMS tracker (all values in µm).
3.2.1.2 Misalignment during the Operation of CMS
Having described the misalignment due to the mounting tolerances, we proceed to discuss the
misalignment induced during CMS operation.
The amount of misalignment is limited by the mechanical measures taken to fix the position of
the tracker components. These measures can be characterized by the mounting precisions shown
in tab. 3.1.
So in this deformation scenario it is assumed, that the misalignment that occurs during the
operation of the tracker has the same amplitudes in the different hierarchy levels as the initial
misalignment.
3.2.2 Effect of the Optical Alignment System
The impact of the laser alignment system is implemented in the simulations by limiting the width
of the misalignment amplitudes.
For the calculation of the alignment system effects, it is assumed that the support structures
are rigid bodies.
The laser system is applied in two levels:
1. Level one corresponds roughly to the effect of ray 4 of the laser alignment system.
2. Level two simulates the combined effect of rays 2 to 4 of the laser system.
The two levels are described in more detail in the following sections.
3.2.2.1 Laser Alignment Level One
As seen in tab. 3.2, the first level of laser alignment reduces the uncertainties of the relative
positions of the tracker subdetectors to a value of about 100 µm.
With the alignment information of the eight beams of rat 4 it is possible to reconstruct not
only the position of the two inner and outer halfbarrels but also a possible shearing or tilting of
the flanges of each halfbarrel. Assuming that the support structure remains intact, this first level
of laser alignment reduces the misalignment of the barrel flanges by one order of magnitude down
to 100 µm.[21]
The alignment power of ray 4 on the first four endcap discs is neglected in the definition of
this alignment level.
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subdetector part disk/flange petal/ring/rod/shell module
inner barrel 100 100 100 50
inner discs 100 100 100 20
outer barrel 100 100 100 50
endcaps 100 1000 100 20
Table 3.2: Performance of the tracker alignment after applying the first level of the optical align-
ment system (all values in µm).
3.2.2.2 Laser Alignment Level Two
subdetector part disk/flange petal/ring/rod/shell module
inner barrel 100 100 100 50
inner discs 100 100 100 20
outer barrel 100 100 100 50
endcaps 100 100 100 20
Table 3.3: Performance of the tracker alignment after applying both levels of the optical alignment
system (all values in µm).
The second level of laser alignment additionally limits the uncertainty of the endcap disc
positions to the same value of 100 µm (see tab. 3.3).[21]
3.2.3 Simulation of Misalignment
Any possible misalignment of the tracker can be constructed by an iterative misalignment of
its components with respect to their support. Displacements were applied using the following
procedure:
1. Start with the displacement of the subdetectors with respect to each other.
2. Then displace the discs/flanges with respect to the subdetectors, followed by
3. Displacing the petals/rings/rods/half shells.
4. Finally the modules are displaced.
The misalignment is assumed to be a random displacement in three dimensions. The movement
amplitudes for each misalignment step follow a gaussian distribution. The widths of these distri-
butions are taken from table 3.1, 3.2 or 3.3 according to the misalignment case evaluated.
The misalignment amplitudes can be expressed in terms of a scale factor. This factor is given
in percent and a deformation of 100% (nominal deformation) corresponds to the numbers stated
in the tables of mounting precisions (see tab. 3.1 or tab. 3.2/tab. 3.3 when the laser system is
used).
3.3 Analysis
As seen in the introduction (see sec. 1.6) several parameters are used to characterize the perfor-
mance of the tracker. In this section we take a closer look on the parameters evaluated in the
simulations (see sec. 3.3.2) and on the physics processes used to determine them (see sec. 3.3.3).
After that the event production is described briefly in sec. 3.3.4. Finally the analysis procedure
used for the simulation runs can be found in sec. 3.3.5.
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3.3.1 Analysis Tools
The following tools were used for event production and for the simulation of the CMS tracker:
• CMKIN
Based on Pythia 6.158 [32], CMKIN simulates the primary proton proton interaction leading
to the physics reactions chosen by the user. In this work the processes pp→ Z +X→ µ+µ−+X
and pp→ bb + X → Jets + X were simulated.
• CMSIM[33]
The CMSIM program simulates the interaction of the CMKIN produced final state particles
with the material of the CMS experiment and the decay of longlived particles using GEANT 3
[34]. The detectorsimulation was based on the geometry description named cms123.
• ORCA[35]
ORCA is the reconstruction and analysis tool for the CMS experiment. It accomplishes
several tasks:
1. Transfers the full simulated physics process into the database. These data are available
as simhits2 inside the ORCA framework.
2. Handles the digitisation of the hits produced with CMSIM. In this step the detector
response on the simhits is calculated, building the rechits3.
3. Reconstructs the events on the base of all available hits. Using the rechits leads to the
simulated output of the CMS experiment. Events reconstructed on the basis of the
simhits serve as a reference for an ideal detector.
4. Perform certain analysis tasks that are defined by the user.
All analyses in this thesis were conducted with the ORCA version 5.4.1 and the detector
geometry description cms123.
3.3.2 Performance Parameters
There are three performance parameters evaluated in this simulation work:
• Efficiency:
A track that is not reconstructed online cannot be used for trigger purposes and may lead
to totally missing a desired event.
• Fake Rate:
1. Fake tracks tend to be quite hard and have a good chance to activate the trigger for an
unwanted event, reducing the bandwidth for the wanted ones.
2. Fake tracks reduce the ability to align the tracker with tracks. A high rate of such
tracks will make offline corrections unreliable.
• Transverse Momentum Resolution:
1. Its value has to be taken into account in setting the trigger thresholds. Worse reso-
lution leads to a higher percentage of unwanted events because of the reduced trigger
performance.
2. Less accurate track information certainly makes it harder for the offline alignment
procedure to align the tracker with the desired precision.
2a simhit is the exact crossing point of a particle with a detector unit without any smearing and granularity
effects because of the limited resolution of the device.
3a rechit is the simulation of the detector response on the crossing of a particle track with the device. It includes
granularity effects as well as the detector noise.
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3.3.3 Event Processes
In order to investigate the parameters discussed in sec. 3.3.2, two physics channels were examined:
1. pp→ Z + X → µ+µ−+ X
The clear signature of two hard muons should be easy to detect and to trigger (see fig. 3.2).
Both muons come from the same vertex and their invariant mass gives the Z mass. These
additional constraints on the muon tracks improve the performance of the track alignment
procedure. Therefore this process is a dedicated alignment process.
In this work Z→ µ+µ− events are used to determine the Pt -resolution for isolated tracks and
the efficiency and fake rate in a very ’clean’ environment.
Muon Chambers
Tracker Hits
Figure 3.2: Event display of a typical Z→ µ+µ− event.
2. pp→ bb + X → Jets + X
The production of a bb quark antiquark pair, produces two or more hadronic jets in the
detector (see fig. 3.3). The very high particle density in the jets should lead to a considerable
loss in reconstruction efficiency and to an increased rate of fake tracks. The bb→ Jets process
is used to evaluate the Pt resolution, efficiency and fake rate for high particle densities. It
also serves as an estimator for high luminosity scenarios.
3.3.4 Event Sample Production
In order to investigate the event types discussed above, the events have to be generated first. This
was done in the following way:
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1. Hard Process:
A sample of events including only the interaction of the protons and the decay of Z’s,W’s
and quarks into the final state particles is generated with CMKIN based on Pythia.
2. Detector Simulation:
The Pythia result file is then fed into the detector simulation CMSIM. Based on Geant3, it
handles the decay of longlived unstable particles and particle interactions with the material
of the CMS experiment.
3. Hit Formatting:
The output of CMSIM has to be written in a database(DB) to be usable for the further
analysis. This is done in a first step using the ORCA framework, generating the so-called
simhits.
4. Digitisation:
In this step the detector response to the hits stored in the DB is calculated and written to
the database. This information can later be accessed as the rechits for the events.
TOB
TIB
Pixel
Figure 3.3: Event display of a bb→ Jets event.
Using this procedure 10000 Z→ µ+µ−events and 1000 bb→ Jets events were generated and put
into the DB.
The Data cards used for the event generation with Pythia and event processing through CMSIM
can be found in appendix G.
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3.3.5 Event Analysis
In order to investigate the mean effect of a certain misalignment scenario, several different deformed
tracker geometries are used.
Therefore each analysis run follows a given pattern of misalignment and analysis steps:
1. Initialize the ORCA framework.
2. Apply random misalignment to the tracker (see sec. 3.2.1).
3. Analyze 2% of the events in the DB. This corresponds to 20 bb→ Jets events or 200 Z →
µ+µ−events, with a total number of about 400 tracks.
4. Undo the misalignment of step 2.
5. Go to step 2 until all events are processed.
In this way one simulation run is based on 50 different tracker deformations with about 400 tracks
in each of them. This gives an estimate of the mean effect of the misalignment on the tracker with
the given deformation distributions described in sec. 3.2.
3.4 Simulation of Misalignment
The natural way to introduce misalignments would be in the second step of the event production
chain, the detector simulation (see sec. 3.3.4). This is planned for the future GEANT 4 based
detector simulation called OSCAR4 [36] that should replace CMSIM. It has not been implemented
in the CMSIM program.
Therefore the misalignment has been introduced using ORCA.
3.4.1 Misalignment with ORCA
The misalignment is realized in the analysis program with the help of the so-called alignment tools
[37]. They provide methods to move single detunits5 as well as the bigger structures mentioned
in sec. 3.2.1. For a more detailed description of the working principle of the alignment tools also
see [37].
Within the alignment tools a new variable is introduced for each det unit, the so-called align-
ment position error (APE). It characterizes the measurement uncertainty of a given detector due
to misalignment. The APE is combined with the spatial resolution of the device to the global
error, giving the total error on hits sensed with this detunit.
The APE is set by the user to an optimal value and has a direct impact on the performance
parameters discussed in sec. 3.3.2:
• Efficiency:
The bigger the APE is, the higher the chance to combine misaligned hits with a given seed
or to match hits in two misaligned subdetectors to one track. With the APE setting high
enough one should almost always get the optimal reconstruction efficiency. But since the
number of possible combinations of hits to tracks increases, more computer time is needed
with increasing APE for the reconstruction of one event (see fig. 3.4).
• Fake rate:
A high setting of the APE makes it more likely that a track is built out of uncorrelated hits,
thus dramatically increasing the rate of fake tracks. In order to keep the fake rate small, a
low APE setting is preferred (see fig. 3.4).
4Object oriented Simulation for Cms Analysis and Reconstruction
5a detunit is the smallest sensitive volume in ORCA. In case of the strip tracker it stands for one detectormodule.
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• Momentum Resolution:
The Pt resolution is affected in two ways:
1. The chance of including uncorrelated hits into a track is increased with higher APE
settings. This leads to a slightly wrong Pt .
2. Even when a track only includes the hits correlated with the ’real’ track the fitting
algorithm of the track finder stops at different values of Pt for different APE settings.
Being a nonlinear fit it seeks for a minimum in a fit function. Once this is reached with
a given precision the fit stops. This precision is based on the errors of the measurements
included in the fit. Thus increasing the errors increases the distance between the result
of the fit and the real value, although the result of the fit could of cause be improved
by the use of a better fit algorithm.
So for the exact determination of the track parameters, a low APE setting is preferred.
The optimal value for the APE should therefore be as high as needed to ensure sufficient re-
construction efficiency, but as low as possible to get the smallest fake rate and best momentum
resolution in a given misalignment scenario.
The best setting for the APE in the misalignment scenario used in this work should be of the
order of the width of the combined deformation distributions applied to a given detector module,
as will be shown in sec. 3.5.2.
Position
nominal
Fake Track
Layer 1
Uncertainty of Real Track
Fake Real
Seeds
Layer 2
Layer 3
Small APE
Huge APE
Spatial Resolution
Misalignment
Figure 3.4: Effect of APE settings on efficiency, fake rate.
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3.5 Simulation Results
In this section the results of the simulations are presented. As mentioned before (see sec. 3.3.2)
simulations were performed for two different event types, Z→ µ+µ− and bb→ Jets. Both will be
discussed in the following sections.
After a short description of the efficiency and fake rate definition used in the results (see
sec. 3.5.1), the APE is tuned to the optimal value in sec. 3.5.2. In sec. 3.5.3 the momentum
resolution for the muons of the Z → µ+µ−process is examined. The fake rate and efficiency are
investigated in the high particle densities of the bb→ Jets events (see sec. 3.5.4).
All misalignment ranges and APE settings are given in percent of the nominal values (see
tab. 3.1 and tab. 3.2).
3.5.1 Definition of Efficiency and Fake Rate
To evaluate the simulation results for the efficiency ε and fake rate R f the following formulae were
used:
ε =
NassMC
NtotMC
R f =
N f ake
Nrec
Here NassMC is the number of reconstructed tracks that could be associated6 to a track generated by
the Monte Carlo program and NtotMC is the total number of tracks generated by the Monte Carlo
program within the acceptance. N f ake is the number of reconstructed tracks that could not be
associated to a track from the Monte Carlo program or the detector simulation (e.q. interactions
in the detector). Nrec is the total number of reconstructed tracks.
The usage of the Monte Carlo information ensures that the tracks used for ε orginate from the
vertex.
3.5.2 Determination of the Alignment Position Error
As mentioned in sec. 3.4 the determination of the optimal setting of the APE is crucial. The
effect of different APE settings is evaluated in this section for an undisturbed tracker geometry
(see sec. 3.5.2.1) as well as for different misalignment scenarios (see sec. 3.5.2.2).
3.5.2.1 Impact of the APE on an aligned Tracker
As a very first test the value of the APE was gradually increased from zero to about 3 mm and
applied on an undeformed tracker geometry. The impact on the momentum resolution for the
Z→ µ+µ− sample is shown in fig. 3.5. It demonstrates the behavior described in sec. 3.4.1: The
momentum resolution degrades with increasing APE even though the tracker geometry is not
changed. For an APE of 3 mm, corresponding to nominal misalignment without laser alignment
(see tab. 3.1), the Pt resolution is degraded from initial 1.6 % to 5.2 %.
For the bb→ Jets event sample a similar analysis shows the impact of the APE on efficiency
and fake rate (see fig. 3.6).
Here the mean efficiency and fake rate were calculated for different APE settings ranging from
zero to 200% in steps of 20%. The tracker geometry was not changed in this analysis. It can be
seen, that the fake rate rises quickly with increasing APE settings from below 1% to almost 60%.
At an APE setting of 80% half of the reconstructed tracks are fakes. The efficiency is subject to
only small changes. It increases by about three percent from 81% to 84% when a non zero APE
is applied and remains almost constant for the rest of the analysis.
Those first results stress the demand to use the smallest APE possible that ensures the desired
track finding efficiency and gives the lowest fake rate and best momentum resolution.
6a reconstructed track is associated to a simulated one, when at least 50% of the hits of the reconstructed and
simulated track are the same.
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Figure 3.5: Transverse momentum resolution for muons in Z→ µ+µ− events as a function of the
alignment position error value. The tracker is perfectly aligned. The plot in the lower right corner
shows the distribution of δPtPt for an APE setting of 50%.
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events. The tracker is perfectly aligned.
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3.5.2.2 APE Setting for the Misaligned Tracker
In the next step a similar analysis is carried out on misaligned tracker geometries. The deformations
were applied as stated in sec. 3.2.1. In each analysis run 50 randomly deformed tracker geometries
were evaluated in the way described in sec. 3.3.5. The deformation amplitudes were set to the
values stated in tab. 3.1 or tab. 3.2/tab. 3.3 depending on the misalignment case. The values of
the APE were fractions of the nominal deformation amplitude varying from zero to 100%. In this
way it is possible to compare the results obtained from different misalignment cases.
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Figure 3.7: Efficiency as a function of the alignment position error value from the Z→ µ+µ− event
sample for three variations of tracker misalignment.
The result for the Z→ µ+µ− event sample can be seen in fig. 3.7. As expected the efficiency
rises asymptotically to 100% for increased APEs. The 98% level is reached with an APE setting of
about 50% of the applied misalignment amplitudes. This is true for all three scenarios evaluated:
without laser alignment, with level one laser alignment and with laser alignment on level two.
It can also be seen that the use of the laser alignment leads to slightly higher efficiencies (see
tab. 3.4).
The mean normalized χ2 for the track fits in the last analysis is shown in fig. 3.8. Without the
help of the laser alignment system a χ2 of one is reached for an APE setting of 85%. With the
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laser alignmentsystem switched on this point is shifted to an APE setting of 100%. This is the
expected behavior because the misalignment uncertainties dominate all other errors by one or two
orders of magnitude depending on the scenario. The lower value for the scenario without laser
alignment seems to be a systematic effect. The movement of a whole subdetector affects all the
hits of one track inside it in the same way. This is of course different from the movements of the
disks in the endcap or of the barrel shells in the central parts, as such distortions normally affect
only one hit per track.
level of laser alignment efficiency [%]
no laser alignment 97.6±1
level one 99.5±1
level two 99.6±1
Table 3.4: Efficiency values for the three misalignment cases evaluated with the Z→ µ+µ− sample,
using the nominal tracker misalignment with an APE setting of 50% of the applied deformation.
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Figure 3.8: Normalized χ2 as a function of the alignment position error value from the Z→ µ+µ−
event sample for three variations of tracker misalignment.
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One can use the mean normalised χ2 to estimate the APE for the experimental data. In
principle, the real misalignment errors can be estimated directly from the tracking data (from the
track fit and the track hit residuals). But it will take several years of data taking to estimate
the movement along 6 degrees of freedom for the ∼15000 modules in the silicon strip tracker.
Therefore a simpler error model will be used, that parametrises the misalignment of the modules
with a reduced number of parameters. In order to tune this model, the χ2 of the trackfits can be
used. A mean normalised χ2 of about one would then indicate that the errors have been estimated
correctly.
As the result of the studies presented in this subsection the APE is set to 50% of the nominal
misalignment (see tab. 3.1 for the unaligned tracker and tab. 3.2/tab. 3.3 for the laser aligned
tracker). This will be true for all of the following analysis runs, except for those marked as
’aligned with tracks’. After an alignment with tracks the positions of even the single modules will
be known with a precision better than the resolution of those devices. So the APE is set to zero
for those runs and the tracker geometry is not changed.
3.5.3 The Z→ µ+µ−Event Sample
In order to investigate the efficiency, fake rate and Pt resolution for a dedicated alignment process
the very clean signature of the Z→ µ+µ− process was chosen (see sec. 3.3.3).
The simulation is based on a dataset of 10.000 Z→ µ+µ− events created in the way described
in sec. 3.3.4.
Although the pseudorapidity of the muon tracks was restricted in the generation process, about
5.8% of the 20.000 muon tracks in the sample could not be evaluated. These muons appear to
be out of the acceptance of the tracker due to the radiation of a photon in the final state. This
results in the loss of about 11.1% of the Z’s in the reconstruction, because both muon tracks are
needed to reconstruct the Z (see table 3.5).
simulated muons 20000
muons in acceptance 18839
Zs reconstructed 8885
Table 3.5: Number of simulated and reconstructed muons from the Z → µ+µ−decay and the re-
constructed Zs
In fig. 3.9 some properties of the muons in the data sample are shown. The production was set
up in a way that the pseudorapidity of the muons was restricted to values of |η|< 2.4. The track
density in the central region (|η|< 1.0) is about a factor of two higher than in the forward regions
(see fig. 3.9(a)). In φ the muons are distributed quite homogeneously (see fig. 3.9(b)).
The total and transverse momentum spectra of the generated muons are shown in fig. 3.10.
The distribution of the transverse momentum (see fig. 3.10(b)) rises from 5 GeV to half of the Z
mass, where most of the muons can be found. The distribution drops then rapidly, having a small
tail with values up to 85 GeV.
In addition to the restriction on the pseudorapidity of the muons (see fig. 3.9) the mass of the
Z was set to be between 80 and 100 GeV. In fig. 3.11 the distribution of the Z masses is shown.
In fig. 3.11(a) the masses are taken directly from the Monte Carlo program. The peak of the
distribution is at 91 GeV but a small shift of the mass window of about 1 GeV can be seen. This
is because of initial state radiation in the process of event generation [32]. Fig. 3.11(b) shows the
mass distribution resulting from the reconstruction of the Zs from the two muons tracks. The
peak is at 91 GeV and the rms of the distribution is larger than for the generated Zs due to the
limited resolution of the tracker. The low tail that can be seen in fig. 3.11(b) occurs because the
muon momenta are sometimes reduced by the radiation of a photon in the final state.
In the analysis only muon tracks with a Pt of more than 5 GeV coming out of a region 100 µm
in R/φ and 15 cm in Z around the interaction point are considered (see tab. 3.6).
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Figure 3.9: Number of muons from the Z→ µ+µ−decay (a) versus pseudorapidity η and (b) versus
φ.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Total and (b) transverse momentum distribution of the generated muons in
Z→ µ+µ− decay.
track parameter rectrack simtrack
minimum number of hits 8 6
minimum Pt [GeV] 4.0 5.0
max.transverse distance from IP [cm] 0.1 0.1
max.distance from IP along beam [cm] 15.0 15.0
Table 3.6: Selection criteria for a reconstructed/simulated track in the Z → µ+µ− analysis
(IP=interaction point)
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Invariant Mass [GeV]
Invariant Mass [GeV]
70 8075 90 100 1059585
70 8075 90 100 1059585
(a)
(b)
reconstructed Zs
generated Zs Mean 91.16RMS 2.666
Mean 90.45
RMS 4.166
Peak 91.14
Peak 91.22
Figure 3.11: Mass distribution of the (a) generated and (b) reconstructed Zs.
3.5.3.1 Investigation of Efficiency and Fake Rate
The result of the initial studies was that sufficient track finding efficiency is reached in the Z→ µ+µ−
sample with an APE setting of at least 50% (see sec. 3.5.2).
The next topic to investigate was the rate of fake tracks. But given the very clean signature
of this process it was not possible to mislead the track finder to produce one. Even for huge APE
settings of 1 m no fake muon tracks were reconstructed.
3.5.3.2 Investigation of the Transverse Momentum Resolution
The transverse momentum resolution was investigated for three misalignment cases:
1. tracker without laser alignment and misalignment amplitudes ranging from zero to 100%
2. tracker with laser alignment on level one and misalignment from zero to 150%
3. tracker with laser alignment on level two and misalignment ranging from zero to 150%
The results will be shown in the following sections preceded by a brief presentation of the momen-
tum resolution for a perfectly aligned tracker. The results are then compared in sec. 3.5.3.7.
3.5.3.3 Perfectly Aligned Tracker
In fig. 3.12 the transverse momentum resolution versus the transverse momentum is shown for
an ideally aligned tracker. In the momentum range from 5 to 60 GeV the transverse momentum
resolution is dominated by multiple scattering (see appendix F). This results in an almost constant
value of about 1.5%.
In fig. 3.13 the transverse momentum resolution is shown versus the pseudorapidity η. The Pt
resolution is quite homogenous in the central part |η| < 1. In the forward region the resolution
worsens with increasing |η|. The increased material budget in the intermediate region 1< |η|< 2
leads to more multiple scattering in this area. For tracks with |η|> 2 the lever arm to reconstruct
the momentum is decreasing (see appendix F). For |η|< 2 the transverse momentum can roughly
be described as δPtPt [%] = 1 +
η2
3 .
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Figure 3.12: Transverse momentum resolution versus the transverse momentum for on ideally
aligned tracker from the Z→ µ+µ−event sample.
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Figure 3.13: Transverse momentum resolution versus η for an ideally aligned tracker from the
Z→ µ+µ−event sample.
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3.5.3.4 No Laser Alignment
In fig. 3.14 the distribution of δPtPt is plotted versus eta for several deformations ranging from 0%
to 30%. The APE is set to 50% of the misalignment amplitudes of table 3.1.
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Figure 3.14: Transverse momentum resolution versus |η| without alignment for the Z→ µ+µ−event
sample.
The general features are preserved but, naturally, for increasing misalignment amplitudes the
Pt resolution worsens. In the barrel part δPtPt rises almost linearly with the applied misalignment
( δPtPt [%] = 2.2+0.2 ·%misalignment for η = 0) while still forming a plateau of quite constant values.
However this plateau becomes more and more narrow with increasing misalignment amplitudes.
The endcap region shows the same linear increase of δPtPt with increasing misalignment (
δPt
Pt [%] =
3.7 + 0.44∗%misalignment for |η|= 2).
This is because even a 10% misalignment still translates into about 300 µm making it the
dominating error when compared to multiple scattering or to the 10 µm uncertainty from the
sensor resolution. The momentum resolution for 0% misalignment is worse than the results shown
in fig. 3.12 and fig. 3.13 because of the APE setting chosen (see discussion in sec. 3.5.2).
The distribution of δPtPt against Pt is shown in fig. 3.15. Here the worsening of the momentum
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resolution with increasing momentum can clearly be seen. It shows the dominating role of the
misalignment as compared to the uncertainty induced by multiple scattering, that should result in
a constant transverse momentum resolution in this momentum range (see fig. 3.12). As the mo-
mentum increases, the sagitta that has to be measured decreases and the effect of misalignment on
the momentum measurement becomes larger. For each misalignment amplitude, δPtPt rises linearly
with increasing momentum ( δPtPt [%] = 2+0.007 ·Pt [GeV ] ·%misalignment) as expected when the error
on the position measurement dominates over the multiple scattering term (see appendix F).
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Figure 3.15: Transverse momentum resolution versus transverse momentum without alignment for
the Z→ µ+µ−event sample.
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3.5.3.5 Laser Alignment Level One
The momentum resolution benefits from the activation of the first level of laser alignment. This
can be seen in fig. 3.16. Here the Pt resolution versus eta is shown for misalignments up to 100%.
( δPtPt [%] = 1.7 + 0.02 ·%misalignment for η = 0,
δPt
Pt [%] = 2.6 + 0.086 ·%misalignment for |η|= 2)
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Figure 3.16: Transverse momentum resolution versus |η| for the Z→ µ+µ−event sample with the
first level of laser alignment activated.
In fig 3.17 the momentum resolution is shown as a function of the transverse momentum of
the muon tracks for misalignments up to 150% of the nominal values. It can be parametrised as
δPt
Pt [%] = 1.7 + 0.00116 ·Pt [GeV ] ·%misalignment.
A detailed comparison of the three cases [no alignment, laser levels 1 and 2] will be given at
the end of this subsection.
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Figure 3.17: Transverse momentum resolution versus transverse momentum for the Z→ µ+µ−event
sample with the first level of laser alignment activated.
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3.5.3.6 Laser Alignment Level Two
The impact of the second level of laser alignment can be seen in fig. 3.18. In the forward region
the momentum resolution is drastically improved. In the region 1< |η|< 2.4 and for misalignment
values as high as 100%, δPtPt worsens by less than a factor of two when compared to zero misalign-
ment. The momentum resolution in the central region of the tracker is of course not affected.
Due to the fact that about one third of all muon tracks are measured in the forward region of the
tracker the mean momentum resolution benefits from the improved tracker performance in this
region (see fig. 3.19). ( δPtPt [%] = 1.3 + 0.0087 ·Pt [GeV ] ·%misalignment)
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Figure 3.18: Transverse momentum resolution versus |η| for the Z→ µ+µ− event sample with the
second level of laser alignment activated.
3.5.3.7 Comparison of the Misalignment Cases
For this comparison nominal values have been chosen for the tracker misalignment (100% of the
values listed in tab. 3.1,3.2 and 3.3).
In addition to the three cases discussed above [no alignment, laser alignment level 1 and 2],
a fourth case has been included for comparison. Labeled as ’without misalignment’ it stands for
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Figure 3.19: Transverse momentum resolution versus transverse momentum for the Z → µ+µ−
event sample with the second level of laser alignment activated.
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the ideal case of a perfectly aligned tracker and an APE setting of zero, as it would be after a
successful alignment with tracks.
In fig. 3.20 the momentum resolution for all of these scenarios is plotted versus the track
momentum.
After alignment with tracks the expected momentum resolution stays at about 1.5% over the
full momentum range of 5 to 60 GeV.
The effect of the nominal misalignment on the momentum resolution is worst in the case of
the unaligned tracker. Starting from about 13%, δPtPt rises to more than 40% for Pt greater than
50 GeV. The two laser alignment levels improve this momentum resolution by a factor of ∼5 for
level one and ∼7 for level two.
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Figure 3.20: Transverse momentum resolution versus transverse momentum for the Z → µ+µ−
event sample at nominal tracker misalignment.
In fig. 3.21 the distribution of the transverse momentum resolution is shown versus the pseu-
dorapidity for all the cases mentioned above.
The improvement in the laser aligned scenarios is obvious. It can be seen that the level two
laser alignment greatly improves the momentum measurement in the endcaps, where the resolution
is only about a factor of two worse in comparision to the case of alignment with tracks. In the
barrel region the momentum resolution is worse by a factor of four in comparision to the ideal
case.
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Figure 3.21: Transverse momentum resolution versus |η| for the Z→ µ+µ− event sample at nominal
tracker misalignment.
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3.5.3.8 Summary
The design values for efficiency and Pt resolution can be reached after alignment of the tracker
with tracks. With sufficient APE a reasonable efficiency can be ensured even for a misaligned
tracker (see tab. 3.7).
Alignment Case Efficiency Pt Resolution
Aligned Tracker (APE=0) 100% 1.5%
Aligned Tracker (APE=50%) 100% 2.8%
Nominal Misalignment 97.6% 29.5%
Nominal Misalignment Laser Alignment Level 1 99.5% 6.7%
Nominal Misalignment Laser Alignment Level 2 99.6% 4.7%
Table 3.7: Mean efficiency and Pt resolution for different misalignment cases. The Z→ µ+µ− event
sample.
The Pt resolution is greatly improved by the laser alignment system over the Pt range in-
vestigated. The fake rate is almost zero even for large APE settings because of the very clean
environment for Z→ µ+µ−events.
We therefore proceed to examine the second type of events with much higher particle densities.
3.5.4 The bb→ Jets Event Sample
In this part of the simulation work, a more dense event topology is examined, namely the pro-
duction of a b quark - antiquark pair leading to two or more hadronic jets in the detector. The
pseudorapidity of the decay products is limited to the range |η| < 2.4. The b,b quarks have a Pt
of at least 200 GeV each. 1000 events with about 36000 tracks were produced in total.
In fig. 3.22 the distribution of the tracks in the generated events is shown versus Pt in (a) and
versus |η| in (b). The solid line stands for the number of tracks belonging to all particles in the
tracker, including the ones from the b-vertex but also those that were produced by the decay of
a longlived particle in the detector, the conversion of a photon or the interaction of a particle
with the tracker material. The dashed line marks the number of tracks from particles that were
produced in secondary interactions inside the tracker volume. One can see that most of the tracks
have a small transverse momentum of less than 5 GeV. The distribution of the tracks in |η| shows
that about two thirds of the tracks are located in the central region (|η| ≤ 1).
The requirements on the tracks used for the determination of efficiency and fake rate are listed
seen in table 3.8.
Track Parameter Rectrack Simtrack
minimum number of hits 8 6
minimum Pt [GeV] 2.0 0.9
max. transverse distance from IP [cm] 300 300
max. longitudinal distance from IP [cm] 300 300
Table 3.8: Selection parameters for tracks used for the determination of efficiency and fake rate
in the bb→ Jets event sample (IP=interaction point)
3.5.4.1 Results on Efficiency and Fake Rate with the bb→ Jets event sample
As seen in fig. 3.6 the design value for the efficiency can be achieved in the case of an aligned
tracker for a wide range of APE settings. However to achieve a low fake rate only small settings
of the APE can be tolerated, even in the aligned tracker case.
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Figure 3.22: Distribution of the tracks in bb→ Jets events versus Pt (a) and |η|(b).
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In fig. 3.23 the mean values for efficiency and fake rate for the bb→ Jets event sample are shown
for misalignment amplitudes ranging from zero to 200%. This is done for the three misalignment
cases:
• No alignment
• Laser alignment level one
• Laser alignment level two
In all three cases the track finding efficiency starts at about the same value of 86% and is reduced
with increasing tracker misalignment. On the other hand the fake rate increases with increasing
misalignment amplitude, but is dramatically smaller when the laser alignment is activated, espe-
cially on level two. The quite high values of the fake rate at zero misalignment are due to the fact,
that the APE is set to 50% of the nominal misalignment in each case (see sec. 3.5.2).
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Figure 3.23: Track finding efficiency and fake rate versus misalignment. For the bb→ Jets event
sample.
As in the analysis conducted on the Z→ µ+µ− sample the worst case occurs in the absence of
any alignment. The track finding efficiency drops rapidly from 86% at zero misalignment to about
70% when the nominal misalignment (100%) is applied.
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The fake rate starts at about 50% at zero misalignment and rises to almost 68% for maximum
misalignment. For nominal misalignment the fake rate is about 55% indicating that more than
half of the tracks found by the pattern recognition are fakes.
Level one laser alignment leads to efficiency values starting from 86% at zero misalignment and
decreasing to about 78% at the nominal misalignment. Level two is slightly more efficient varying
from 86% at zero misalignment to about 79% when the nominal misalignment is applied.
The results for the fake rate are much more impressive. Here level one laser alignment leads to
values starting from 13% at zero misalignment with 15% at nominal misalignment. This is about
a factor of 4 less than in the unaligned case. For the second level of laser alignment those values
are reduced by another factor of ∼4. The fake rate in this case starts at about 3% and remains
roughly constant reaching ∼4% at nominal misalignment.
3.5.4.2 Detailed Look on the Laser Alignment for Nominal Deformation
A closer look at the analysis runs at the nominal misalignment setting shows that the laser align-
ment system enhances the track finding efficiency and reduces the fake rate in different ways:
Fig. 3.24 shows the trackfinding efficiency versus the track momentum and fig. 3.25 the track-
finding efficiency versus the pseudorapidity of the tracks. In both figures all three misalignment
cases are shown. One can see that the efficiency values for the two levels of laser alignment are
almost the same. Thus elimination of the relative movement of the tracker subdetectors is the
dominating factor for the increased track finding efficiency. At this level of misalignment the fur-
ther alignment of the endcap disks has negligible impact in increasing the track finding efficiency.
This can also be seen in fig. 3.23 where the mean efficiency values are almost the same up to
nominal misalignment. For larger misalignment values the second level of laser alignment leads to
higher efficiency values.
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Figure 3.24: Efficiency versus Pt for the bb→ Jets event sample at nominal tracker misalignment.
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Figure 3.25: Efficiency versus |η| for the bb→ Jets event sample at nominal tracker misalignment.
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Figure 3.26: Fake rate versus Pt for the bb→ Jets event sample at nominal tracker misalignment.
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For the fake rate the impact of both levels of laser alignment can be seen for all misalignment
amplitudes. In fig. 3.26 the mean fake rate at nominal misalignment is shown versus the momentum
of the reconstructed tracks. One sees that the alignment of both the subdetectors and the endcap
discs is superior to the alignment of the subdetectors alone over the whole Pt range. In fig. 3.27
the effect of the alignment of the endcap discs is seen as a drastic reduction of the fake rate for
tracks in the region 1< |η|< 2.4.
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Figure 3.27: Fake rate versus |η| for the bb→ Jets event sample at nominal tracker misalignment.
3.6 Summary
The misalignment studies presented in this chapter showed the great impact that tracker defor-
mations that can have on its performance. Not only the track parameters themselves are affected
even by small misalignments. Also the overall ability to find the true particle tracks is dramatically
reduced for events with high particle densities.
The need of measures to align the tracker is therefore obvious. Out of the two alignment
alternatives, the alignment with tracks leads to the best results. Relying on the clean signature of
Z decays into muons it should be possible to align the whole tracker in a couple of days [31].
The laser alignment system is shown to greatly enhance the tracker performance. It increases
the accuracy of the momentum resolution to values about 5 to 7 times better than without align-
ment. In the endcap region this is only two times worse than for an ideally aligned tracker. The
track finding efficiency is reasonably increased for events with great particle density. But the most
important improvement is the reduction of the fake rate by a factor of ∼15 to a level that should
permit the alignment with tracks to be successful.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
4.1 Summary
In this thesis two related topics were investigated:
• The deformation of detector modules located in the endcap of the CMS tracker
• The effect of misalignment of the tracker support structure on the performance of the CMS
tracker
4.1.1 Deformation Measurements
In chapter two the possible deformations of the TEC modules under temperature changes have
been investigated.
A test setup to measure module deformation was designed and built. The optical measurement
principle of the test stand utilises the reflecting wafers of the modules. The polished side of the
sensors acts as a mirror, that reflects a regularly patterned grid of white dots towards a CCD
camera. Any deformation of the surface leads to a distortion of the reflected pattern. These
distortions are used to reconstruct the shape of the surface. The setup is capable of reconstructing
sagittas of at least 10 µm over the length of the biggest TEC modules (209 mm).
After calibration of the test stand first measurements were conducted on a dummy module.
The measurements showed severe deformations of the frame (120 µm) and the hybrid (200 µm),
and medium deformation of the wafers (40 µm).
In order to reduce the deformation of the module components, several solutions were proposed
and tested:
• The deformation of the frame was mainly caused by a small heat collecting piece (HCP)
glued on one side of the frame.
Adding a counter part for each HCP on the other side of the carbon fiber frame to cancel
their effects was shown to be the right way to reduce frame deformations. It was also
seen that glue films of a homogenous thickness are important to ensure the performance of
this compensation method. Finally, changing the material of the HCP from aluminum to
compressed graphite removed the frame deformation due to the HCPs almost completely
(≤10 µm). This led to the first change in the design of the TEC modules.
• In order to reduce the deformation of the wafers, a special silicon glue, capable of absorbing
more stresses than the epoxy glue used before, was tested. The maximum deformation of
the wafers was reduced to a value below 20 µm.
• The deformation in the hybrid area was reduced by a change of the frame material supporting
the hybrid from carbon fibre to compressed graphite. Due to the well matching CTEs of
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the hybrid material (Al2O3) and the graphite no deformations could be measured after the
change. This led to a second modification in the design of the TEC modules.
Due to the partial substitution of graphite for carbon fibre in the module frames the total cost for
the modules of the two endcaps could be reduced by about 400.000 SFr.
4.1.2 Misalignment Studies
The simulation results concerning the misalignment of the whole CMS tracker have been presented
in chapter three of this thesis.
First the deformation scenario was described, consisting of random, gaussian movements of all
levels of the tracker support structure. The amplitudes of the random movements were based on
the precision that could be achieved during the production and assembly of the CMS tracker. The
tracker has a laser alignment system to monitor possible deformations of the support structure.
The laser alignment system was included in the simulations in two levels, each leading to its own
alignment scenario. The first level aligns the subdetectors of the tracker (TIB/TID,TOB,TEC)
to each other with a precision of 100 µm. In addition the second level aligns the discs of the two
endcaps to the same precision of 100 µm.
In total three different misalignment cases were investigated:
• The misaligned tracker without laser alignment
• The misaligned tracker with laser alignment on level one
• The misaligned tracker with laser alignment on level two
For all cases the performance of the CMS tracker (efficiency, fake track rate, momentum resolution)
was evaluated.
This was done by using two event processes:
• pp→ Z + X → µ+µ−+ X
• pp→ bb + X → Jets + X
The simulations showed the great impact of tracker deformations on tracker performance. Not
only the reconstructed track parameters are affected, but also the overall ability to find the true
particle tracks is dramatically reduced for events with high particle densities.
The laser alignment system was shown to greatly enhance the performance of a misaligned
tracker. It increases the accuracy of the momentum resolution to values about 5 to 7 times better
than without alignment. For the endcaps this is only two times worse than for the ideally aligned
tracker. The track finding efficiency is reasonably increased for great particle densities. But the
most important improvement is the reduction of the fake rate by a factor of 15 to a value that
should greatly help the alignment with tracks to be successful.
4.2 Outlook
Concerning the deformation measurements, the design of all endcap modules has to be checked for
deformations under thermal loads. Not only single sided modules but also stereo modules and the
combination of several single sided/stereo modules on a petal should be investigated for possible
deformations.
Regarding the misalignment studies, rotations of the tracker parts as well as more complex
deformations like sagging of the barrel rods and shearing of the whole endcap should be included.
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Appendix A
Production of Prototype Modules
The prototypes and dummy modules measured in this thesis were produced by hand. The following
assembly procedure was used:
1. First the HCPs were glued onto the frame using a special glueing jig that ensures a homoge-
nous glue film between the HCP and the frame
For a ring 6 module the HCPs were glued on the frame legs and the crosspiece.
2. If a ring 6 module is built, the frame is then assembled from the two legs and the crosspiece
using a jig that ensures the correct placement of the frame components. For a ring 2 module
this step is not needed, as the frame of a ring 2 module consists of a single piece of carbon
fiber or graphite.
3. The kapton foil is then glued onto the frame legs.
4. The hybrid or dummy hybrid is glued onto the frame.
5. The sensor(s) are glued onto the kapton foil.
(a) The dummy sensors used for dummy modules were arranged by hand and glued with
NEE001.
(b) For prototype modules the sensors were precisely arranged under a coordinate mea-
surement machine and glued with a combination of NEE001 and the conductive glue
EE129-4. The latter one was used to contact the backside of the sensors.
6. Finally the sensors and the hybrid of a prototype module were connected via wirebonds.
Unless stated otherwise in the list, all glueings were conducted with Araldite AW106. After each
glueing step the module was left to dry at room temperature for at least 24 hours.
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Appendix B
Surface Reconstruction Algorithm
for the Test Stand
Step One: Dot Displacements to Surface Changes
As seen in sec. 2.2.2 a change ∆S in the slope of the surface results in a change of the reflection
angle α = arctan(∆S) of the light coming from the grid dots. This change can finally be sensed as a
shift ∆d of the dot in the image taken by the camera. The change ∆S and the shift ∆d, measured
in pixel cells of pitch P, are correlated by the following equation:
tan [2 · arctan(∆S)] ·Lg (δ) = ∆d ·Pf · [Lg (δ)+ Lc (δ)]
Here f is the focal length of the camera optics, Lg (δ) and Lc (δ) are the distances from the grid
center and from the camera to the reflection point on the module and δ is the viewing angle from
the camera to this reflection point (see fig. B.1).
f
CCD
Lensing 
System G∆
∆Slope Change    S
Lg
Lc
d∆
2α
Reflecting Surface
α
CCD−Camera Grid
Figure B.1: Geometrical relations between the change of the surface and the movement of the dots
in the plane of the CCD camera.
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As α is a very small angle, the following simplification can be made:
tan(2 ·α)≈ 2 · tan(α)
⇒ ∆S = Pf ·
Lg (δ)+ Lc (δ)
2 ·Lg (δ) ·∆d
⇒ ∆S = C (δ) ·∆d
The calibration factor C (δ) varies with the viewing angle δ as seen in fig. B.2.
The dependence of the calibration factor C on δ has to be taken into account when the measurement
covers a large area.
R
el
at
iv
e 
C
al
ib
ra
tio
n 
Fa
ct
or
Area of Calibration Measurements
Position on CCD [Pixels]
Figure B.2: Variation of the calibration factor over the area covered by the setup. The blue
curves show parabolas fitted to measurements on surfaces with different tilt angles. The red curve
represents the mean over all measurements.
As the pixel cells of the CCD are not quadratic a similar calculation with a changed pixel size
P has to be done for both coordinates of the CCD plane, leading to different calibration factors
Cx,Cy.
Step Two: Reconstruction via Spline fits
Following step one, each dot gives the change in the slope of the reflecting surface at the position
where the dot is reflected. The surface profile that corresponds to the slope values of one row or
column of dots is given by a quadratic spline.
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In one dimension this is done as follows:
We assume the line of dots consists of N dots reflected at the positions xi, giving the slope values
si for i = 1..N. This leads to a spline with N−1 segments S j of the form y j (x) = a j ·x2 +b j ·x+c j, j =
1..N−1. Here S j is valid for x j ≤ x≤ x j+1.
With the help of the following equations the spline can be fit to the data given:
1. y j (x j+1) = y j+1 (x j+1) for j = 1..N−1.
2. δy jδx (x j+1) =
δy j+1
δx (x j+1) = s j+1 for j = 1..N−1.
3. δy1δx (x1) = s1, y1 = 0.
The surface profiles reconstructed along the two coordinates of the plane are combined to form the
reconstructed surface. This can in principle be done by using the height values of the first spline
along X as an offset for the height values of all the splines along the Y coordinate. Alternatively
the Y splines are mounted with their 2nd point on the 2nd spline along X and so on (see the first
line in fig. B.3). Of course this can also be done exchanging the role of X and Y splines (see the
second line in fig. B.3). In order to use the information of all reconstructed splines, the surface is
reconstructed as the mean of all permutations of the process described before.
If we assume that the measured surface reflects a matrix of nxm dots, then the height of the
surface Zi, j is calculated with the following formulae:
Zi, j =
Zxi, j + Zyi, j
2
Zxi, j = Y xi, j +
1
m
∑
k=1..m
(
Y yk, j−Y xk, j
)
Zyi, j = Y yi, j +
1
n
∑
k=1..n
(Y xi,k−Y yi,k)
Here Y xi, j is the height value of the i-th point in the j-th spline along X and Y yi, j is the height
value of the j-th point in the i-th spline along Y.
+ +
+ +
+ + +
+ ...
+ ...
=
Figure B.3: Principle of combination of the two-dimensional splines along the X and Y coordinates
to a three-dimensional surface
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Appendix C
Determination of the Test Stand
Geometry
γ
β
Lc
Lb
Ls
Lg
GridCCD−Camera
Reflecting Surface
Figure C.1: Light beam diagram for the test setup.
The following equations are used to define the geometry of the setup according to the design
goals given in sec. 2.3.1:
1. Ensure the desired resolution of about 10 µm:
A sagitta of dmin =10 µm over the biggest module with a length of Ml=209 mm leads to a
minimum angle αmin to be reconstructed:
αmin = 2 · arctan
(
4 · dmin
Ml
)
This angle should be greater or equal to the minimum angle that can be reconstructed with
a given setup:
αmin ≥ 12 · arctan
(
P
f ·
Lg + Lc
Lg
)
Here f is the focal length of the camera optics, P is the size of a pixel cell of the CCD chip
and Lg and Lc are the distances from the grid center and the camera to the middle of the
setup (see fig. C.1).
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The last equation makes the assumption that one dot of the grid is sensed by only a single
pixel. This is quite a conservative approach as one dot will easily be spread over a couple
of pixel cells. The position resolution of the center of a dot could then be greatly enhanced
with a simple center of gravity algorithm over the grey scale data of all pixels illuminated
by the dot.
2. Make optimal use of the CCD chip:
All different geometries of TEC modules fit in a trapezoidal area with a length Ml of 209 mm,
a long side Mb of 123 mm and a short side Ms of 90 mm. In order to fit this area optimally
onto the CCD chip, the following relations must be satisfied:
Ms =
Bb
f ·Ls
Mb =
Bb
f ·Lb
M2l = L
2
s + L
2
b−2 ·Ls ·Lb · cos(β)
Bb and Bl are the width and the length of the CCD chip.
The camera viewing angle β on the area is defined as:
β = arctan
(
Bl
f
)
The distances from the camera to the long edge Lb and the short edge Ls of the area can be
calculated to be:
Lb = Lc · sin(γ)
sin
(
γ− β2
)
Ls = Lc · sin(γ)
sin
(
γ + β2
)
Here γ is the mounting angle of the camera and the grid with respect to the plane where the
module is placed (see fig. C.1).
The equations shown above were solved with the help of Maple[38] together with the last boundary
condition that the setup should be as compact as possible. This led to the geometry described in
sec. 2.3.2 with a camera focal length of 30 mm.
During the operation of the test stand the focal length was reduced to 20 mm to allow the
measurement of even bigger objects than a TEC module. As seen in sec. 2.4.2 the resolution of
the test stand is far better than expected by the quite conservative calculations in this appendix.
This is because one dot illuminates far more than one pixel (about 10 to 20) and so a resolution
on the sub pixel level can easily be achieved.
Appendix D
Initial Module Design and
Changes
Drawings of the old and the altered module designs.
Kapton Foil
Frame Leg
Silicon Wafers
Crosspiece
Spacer Hybrid
HCP
Hybrid Support
Pitch Adapter
− Additional HCPs
− Change HCP Material to Graphite (FE779)
First Design Change:
Figure D.1: Design of the TEC detector modules of rings 5 to 7 prior to this thesis. The first
change to the design is shown too.
HCP
− Additional HCPs
68.23
130.7
74 13
8.
2
− Change HCP Material to Graphite (FE779)
Hybrid Support
Pitch Adapter
Frame
Hybrid
Kapton Foil
Spacer
First Design Change:
Silicon
Wafer
Figure D.2: Design of the TEC detector modules of rings 1 to 4 prior to this thesis. The first
change to the design is shown too.
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Silicon Wafers
Spacer
Pitch Adapter
Kapton Foil
Frame Leg
Hybrid Crosspiece
− Remove Hybrid Support and HCPs
− Chane Frame Leg Material to Graphite (FE779)
Second Design Change:
Figure D.3: New design of the TEC detector modules of rings 5 to 7 according to the results of
this thesis.
13
8.
2
130.7
68.23
74
Silicon
Wafer
Frame
Pitch Adapter
Spacer
Hybrid
Kapton Foil
Second Design Change:
− Remove Hybrid Support and HCPs
− Change Frame Material to Graphite (FE779)
Figure D.4: New design of the TEC detector modules of rings 1 to 4 according to the results of
this thesis.
Appendix E
Frame Material and Glue
Datasheets
This appendix contains the datasheets for the FE779 graphite [29] and the K-800X carbon fiber
that are used in the production of the module frame.
In addition to that the datasheets for the epoxy glue Araldite [22] and the conductive epoxy
glue EE129-4 [23] can be found here. EE129-4 and NEE001 [30] were used for the wafer glue
joints. Araldite was used for all non-conductive glueings.
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CUSTOM  FORMUATION DATA SHEET
MATERIAL ID: EE129−4 
Date: 1/98 Per:  RHE 
Rev.: 5/02; 10/0 2
Material Description: Room  temperature cure, silver filled epoxy. Faster curing version of
the EPO−TEK® E4110. 
Number of components: Two 
Mix Ratio : 1 to 1  by weight 
Cure Schedule (minimum): Room temperature/ over night;   65 C/2 hours;   80 C/1 hour;   100 C/0.5 hour
Pot Life: 3 hours 
Shelf Life: One year when stored seperately at room temperature.
NOTE:  Container(s) should be kept closed when not in use.   Filled systems should be stirred thooroughly before mixing
and prior to use.
____ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ __
MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS (typical):
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
Color:  
 Before Cure: Silver 
 After Cure: Silver 
Consistency: Smooth, thixotropic paste
Viscosity  (23 C/20 rpm): 5,427 cPs 
  (23 C/100 rpm): 2,800 cPs 
Thixotropic Index: 3.62 
Specific Gravity:
 Part "A": 2.95 
 Part "B": 3.62 
Shore D Hardness: 80 
Lap Shear Strength: 1,000 psi @  23 C 
Die Shear Strength: > 10 Kg/3 ,400 p si 
Degradation Temp: 349 C 
Glass Transition Temp (Tg):
 150 C/1 hour cure: 99 C 
 150 C/15 minute cure: 90 C 
Coeff. of Thermal Expansion (CTE):
Below Tg: 51  10 −6 in /in/ C 
 Above  Tg: 142  10 −6 in /in/ C 
Storage Modulus at RT: 644,424 psi 
Outgassing to 200  C: 0.2%
 @ 300 C: 1.3% 
ELECTRICAL  PROPERTIES: 
Volume Resistivity:
Room temp/16 hr  cure: 0.0096 ohm−cm 
Room temp/20 hr  cure: 0.0090 ohm−cm 
Room temp/72 hr  cure: 0.003 ohm−cm 
 150 C/15 minute cure: 0.0003 ohm−cm 
 80 C/2 hr cure: 0.002 ohm−cm 
 55 C/16 hr cure: 0.00008 ohm−cm 
____ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ __
EPOXY TECHNOLOGY, INC.
14 FORTUNE DRIVE, BILLERICA, MA 01821 (978) 66 7−3805, FAX (97 8) 663−9782 
WEB SITE: www.epotek.com
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 in
di
vid
ua
l p
ro
du
ct
s.
  T
he
se
 p
ub
lic
at
io
ns
 a
re
 a
va
ila
bl
e 
on
 re
qu
es
t a
nd
sh
ou
ld
 b
e 
re
fe
rre
d 
to
 fo
r f
ul
le
r i
nf
or
m
at
io
n.
Ci
ba
 S
pe
cia
lty
 C
he
m
ica
ls
Pe
rfo
rm
an
ce
 P
ol
ym
er
s
Al
l r
ec
om
m
en
da
tio
ns
 fo
r t
he
 u
se
 o
f o
ur
 p
ro
du
ct
s,
 w
he
th
er
 g
ive
n 
by
 u
s 
in
 w
rit
in
g,
 v
er
ba
lly
, o
r t
o 
be
 im
pl
ie
d 
fro
m
 th
e 
re
su
lts
 o
f t
es
ts
ca
rr
ie
d 
ou
t b
y 
us
, a
re
 b
as
ed
 o
n 
th
e 
cu
rre
nt
 s
ta
te
 o
f o
ur
 k
no
wl
ed
ge
.  
No
tw
ith
st
an
di
ng
 a
ny
 s
uc
h 
re
co
m
m
en
da
tio
ns
 th
e 
Bu
ye
r s
ha
ll
re
m
a
in
 re
sp
on
sib
le
 fo
r s
at
isf
yin
g 
hi
m
se
lf 
th
at
 th
e 
pr
od
uc
ts
 a
s 
su
pp
lie
d 
by
 u
s 
ar
e 
su
ita
bl
e 
fo
r h
is 
in
te
nd
ed
 p
ro
ce
ss
 o
r p
ur
po
se
.  
Si
nc
e
w
e
 c
a
n
n
o
t c
on
tro
l t
he
 a
pp
lic
at
io
n,
 u
se
 o
r p
ro
ce
ss
in
g 
of
 th
e 
pr
od
uc
ts
, w
e 
ca
nn
ot
 a
cc
ep
t r
es
po
ns
ib
ilit
y 
th
er
ef
or
.  
Th
e 
Bu
ye
r s
ha
ll
e
n
su
re
 th
at
 th
e 
in
te
nd
ed
 u
se
 o
f t
he
 p
ro
du
ct
s 
wi
ll n
ot
 in
fri
ng
e 
an
y 
th
ird
 p
ar
ty
’s 
in
te
lle
ct
ua
l p
ro
pe
rty
 ri
gh
ts
.  
W
e 
wa
rra
nt
 th
at
 o
ur
pr
od
uc
ts
 a
re
 fr
ee
 fr
om
 d
ef
ec
ts
 in
 a
cc
or
da
nc
e 
wi
th
 a
nd
 s
ub
jec
t to
 ou
r g
en
era
l c
on
dit
ion
s o
f s
up
ply
.
D
ux
fo
rd
, C
am
br
id
ge
En
gl
an
d 
CB
2 
4Q
A
Te
l:+
44
(0)
12
23
83
21
21
Fa
x:
+4
4(0
) 1
22
3 4
93
32
2
Ó
 
Ci
ba
 S
pe
cia
lty
 C
he
m
ica
ls 
PL
C,
 1
99
7
Ò
 
R
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ist
er
ed
 T
ra
de
m
ar
k 
of
 C
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a 
Sp
ec
ia
lty
 C
he
m
ica
ls 
Ho
ld
in
g 
In
c.
Pe
rfo
rm
an
ce
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an
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Po
lym
er
s
Po
lym
er
s
St
ru
ct
ur
al
 A
dh
es
ive
s
Ar
al
di
te
Ar
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di
te
®®
 
20
11
 (A
W
 10
6/H
V 
95
3U
)
 
20
11
 (A
W
 10
6/H
V 
95
3U
)
Tw
o 
co
m
po
ne
nt
 e
po
xy
 p
as
te
 a
dh
es
ive
Tw
o 
co
m
po
ne
nt
 e
po
xy
 p
as
te
 a
dh
es
ive
Ke
y 
pr
op
er
tie
s
Ke
y 
pr
op
er
tie
s
•
 
•
 
H
ig
h 
sh
ea
r a
nd
 p
ee
l s
tre
ng
th
H
ig
h 
sh
ea
r a
nd
 p
ee
l s
tre
ng
th
•
 
•
 
To
ug
h 
an
d 
To
ug
h 
an
d 
re
si
lia
nt
re
si
lia
nt
•
 
•
 
G
oo
d 
re
sis
ta
nc
e 
to
 d
yn
am
ic 
lo
ad
in
g
G
oo
d 
re
sis
ta
nc
e 
to
 d
yn
am
ic 
lo
ad
in
g
•
 
Bo
nd
s 
a 
wi
de
 v
ar
ie
ty
 o
f m
at
er
ia
ls 
in
 c
om
m
on
 u
se
Bo
nd
s 
a 
wi
de
 v
ar
ie
ty
 o
f m
at
er
ia
ls 
in
 c
om
m
on
 u
se
D
es
cr
ip
tio
n
D
es
cr
ip
tio
n
Ar
al
di
te
 2
01
1 
is 
a 
m
ul
tip
ur
po
se
, t
wo
 c
om
po
ne
nt
, r
oo
m
 te
m
pe
ra
tu
re
 c
ur
in
g,
 p
as
te
 a
dh
es
ive
 o
f h
ig
h 
st
re
ng
th
 a
nd
to
ug
hn
es
s.
It 
is
 s
ui
ta
bl
e 
fo
r b
on
di
ng
 a
 w
id
e 
va
rie
ty
 o
f m
et
al
s,
 c
er
am
ics
, g
la
ss
, r
ub
be
r, 
rig
id
 p
la
st
ics
 a
nd
 m
os
t o
th
er
 m
at
er
ia
ls
in
 c
om
m
on
 u
se
. I
t i
s 
a 
ve
rs
at
ile
 a
dh
es
ive
 fo
r t
he
 c
ra
fts
m
an
 a
s 
we
ll a
s 
m
os
t i
nd
us
tri
al
 a
pp
lic
at
io
ns
.
Pr
od
uc
t d
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a
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t d
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a
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/B
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 (m
ixe
d)
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 (m
ixe
d)
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lo
ur
 (v
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al)
n
e
u
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l
pa
le
 y
el
lo
w
pa
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 y
el
lo
w
Sp
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 g
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y
ca
. 
1.
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. 
0.
95
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. 
1.
05
Vi
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 (P
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)
30
−5
0
20
−3
5
30
−4
5
Po
t L
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 (1
00
 gm
 at
 25
°
C)
−
−
10
0 
m
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ut
es
Sh
el
f l
ife
 (2
−4
0°C
)
3 
ye
ar
s
3 
ye
ar
s
−
Pr
oc
es
si
ng
Pr
oc
es
si
ng
Pr
et
re
at
m
en
t
Pr
et
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at
m
en
t
Th
e 
st
re
ng
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 a
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 d
ur
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y 
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 a
 b
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de
d 
joi
nt 
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 de
pe
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an
t o
n 
pr
op
er
 tr
ea
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en
t o
f t
he
 s
ur
fa
ce
s 
to
 b
e 
bo
nd
ed
.
At
 th
e 
ve
ry
 le
as
t, 
joi
nt 
su
rfa
ce
s s
ho
uld
 be
 cl
ea
ne
d w
ith
 a 
go
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 de
gre
as
ing
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en
t s
uc
h a
s a
ce
ton
e,
tri
ch
lo
ro
et
hy
le
ne
 o
r p
ro
pr
ie
ta
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 d
eg
re
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in
g 
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en
t i
n 
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de
r t
o 
re
m
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e 
al
l t
ra
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s 
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gr
ea
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 a
nd
 d
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.
Al
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ho
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so
lin
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l) o
r p
ain
t th
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ers
 sh
ou
ld 
ne
ve
r b
e u
se
d.
Th
e 
st
ro
ng
es
t a
nd
 m
os
t d
ur
ab
le
 jo
int
s a
re 
ob
tai
ne
d b
y e
ith
er 
me
ch
an
ica
lly
 ab
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ing
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 ch
em
ica
lly
 et
ch
ing
("p
ick
lin
g")
 th
e d
eg
rea
se
d s
urf
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es
.  A
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din
g s
ho
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 be
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we
d b
y a
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gre
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atm
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t
M
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tio
M
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tio
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rts
 b
y 
we
ig
ht
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 b
y 
we
ig
ht
Pa
rts
 b
y 
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lu
m
e
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 b
y 
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lu
m
e
Ar
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di
te
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1/
A
10
0
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0
Ar
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te
 2
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1/
B
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10
0
R
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 a
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ar
de
ne
r s
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d 
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 b
le
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 u
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il t
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 m
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R
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 a
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ne
r a
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 a
lso
 a
va
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 c
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in
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m
ixe
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 a
nd
 c
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ap
pl
ie
d 
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to
−u
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a
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es
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 w
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 th
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d 
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 re
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m
m
en
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 C
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Ap
pl
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tio
n 
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es
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tio
n 
of
 a
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es
ive
Th
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re
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en
er
 m
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ap
pl
ie
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 a
 s
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o 
th
e 
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et
re
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ed
 a
nd
 d
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 su
rfa
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s.
A 
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r o
f a
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es
ive
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.0
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0 
m
m
 th
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 w
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al
ly 
im
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sh
ea
r s
tre
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 to
 th
e 
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nt.
Th
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en
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sh
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se
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 an
d c
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s s
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he
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n e
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n
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n
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 p
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Se
pt
em
be
r 1
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7
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ica
tio
n 
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. A
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30
 d
 G
B
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ge
 2
 o
f 4
Se
pt
em
be
r 1
99
7
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ica
tio
n 
No
. A
 2
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 d
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B
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ge
 3
 o
f 4
M
ec
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ca
l p
ro
ce
ss
in
g
M
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l p
ro
ce
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ec
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t f
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s 
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 d
ev
el
op
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et
er
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 a
nd
 s
pr
ea
di
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 e
qu
ip
m
en
t t
ha
t e
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 th
e 
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lk 
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a
dh
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.
Ci
ba
 S
pe
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 C
he
m
ica
ls 
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ll b
e 
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se
d 
to
 a
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 c
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m
er
s 
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 th
e 
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 o
f e
qu
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m
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 th
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r p
ar
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n
e
e
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.
Eq
ui
pm
en
t m
ai
nt
en
an
ce
Eq
ui
pm
en
t m
ai
nt
en
an
ce
Al
l t
oo
ls
 s
ho
ul
d 
be
 c
le
an
ed
 w
ith
 h
ot
 w
at
er
 a
nd
 s
oa
p 
be
fo
re
 a
dh
es
ive
s 
re
sid
ue
s 
ha
ve
 h
ad
 ti
m
e 
to
 c
ur
e.
  T
he
re
m
o
va
l o
f c
ur
ed
 re
sid
ue
s 
is 
a 
di
ffi
cu
lt 
an
d 
tim
e−
co
ns
um
in
g 
op
er
at
io
n.
If 
so
lve
nt
s 
su
ch
 a
s 
ac
et
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e 
ar
e 
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 fo
r c
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an
in
g,
 o
pe
ra
tiv
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 s
ho
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d 
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 th
e 
ap
pr
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 p
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ca
ut
io
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 a
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n
a
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itio
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id
 s
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nd
 e
ye
 c
on
ta
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.
Ti
m
es
 to
 m
in
im
um
 s
he
ar
 s
tre
ng
th
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m
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in
im
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 s
he
ar
 s
tre
ng
th
Te
m
pe
ra
tu
re
°
C
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15
23
40
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0
Cu
re
 ti
m
e 
to
 re
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h
ho
ur
s
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7
2
−
−
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S 
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1N
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m2
m
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ut
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−
−
−
−
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6
Cu
re
 ti
m
e 
to
 re
ac
h
ho
ur
s
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3
−
−
LS
S 
> 
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m
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ut
es
−
−
−
−
45
7
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S 
= 
La
p 
sh
ea
r s
tre
ng
th
.
Ty
pi
ca
l c
ur
ed
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pi
ca
l c
ur
ed
pr
op
er
tie
s
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op
er
tie
s
Un
le
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 o
th
er
wi
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 s
ta
te
d,
 th
e 
fig
ur
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 g
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n 
be
lo
w 
we
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 a
ll d
et
er
m
in
ed
 b
y 
te
st
in
g 
st
an
da
rd
 s
pe
cim
en
s 
m
ad
e 
by
 la
p−
joi
nti
ng
 17
0 x
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 x 
1.5
 m
m 
str
ips
 of
 al
um
in
iu
m
 a
llo
y.
  T
he
 jo
int
 ar
ea
 w
as
 12
.5 
x 2
5 m
m 
in 
ea
ch
 ca
se
.
Th
e 
fig
ur
es
 w
er
e 
de
te
rm
in
ed
 w
ith
 ty
pi
ca
l p
ro
du
ct
io
n 
ba
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he
s 
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in
g 
st
an
da
rd
 te
st
in
g 
m
et
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ds
.  
Th
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 a
re
 p
ro
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ed
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le
ly 
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 te
ch
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ca
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at
io
n 
an
d 
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 n
ot
 c
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itu
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 a
 p
ro
du
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 s
pe
cif
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tio
n.
Av
er
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la
p 
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ea
r s
tre
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l m
et
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m
et
al
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s (
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O 
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)
Av
er
ag
e 
la
p 
sh
ea
r s
tre
ng
th
s 
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 ty
pi
ca
l m
et
al
−t
o−
m
et
al
 jo
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s (
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O 
45
87
)
Cu
re
d 
fo
r 1
6 
ho
ur
s 
at
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0°C
 a
nd
 te
st
ed
 a
t 2
3°C
Pr
et
re
at
m
en
t −
 S
an
d 
bl
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tin
g
Av
er
ag
e 
la
p 
sh
ea
r s
tre
ng
th
s 
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 ty
pi
ca
l p
la
st
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p 
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r s
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l p
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at
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 a
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 a
t 2
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Pr
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at
m
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 L
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ab
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ho
l d
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e.
La
p 
sh
ea
r s
tre
ng
th
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su
s 
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m
pe
ra
tu
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 (IS
O 
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) (
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ica
l a
ve
rag
e v
alu
es
)
La
p 
sh
ea
r s
tre
ng
th
 v
er
su
s 
te
m
pe
ra
tu
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 (IS
O 
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rag
e v
alu
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 m
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R
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le
r p
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R
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G
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m
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m
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rro
sio
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m
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 d
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 c
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m
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°
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 m
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Appendix F
Track finding Procedure
Track finding with ORCA using the Kalman Filter
outer Layer
Hits
’Real’ Seeds
’Fake’ Seeds
inner Layer
Beam Spot Constraint
Figure F.1: Simple seed generation using the hits in two detector layers and constraints on the
origin and transverse momentum of the seed-track.
The tracks in this thesis were reconstructed with the trackreconstructor of the ORCA frame-
work using the Kalman[39] filter. With this algorithm the following four steps are needed to
reconstruct tracks [40]:
• Generate Seeds:
In the simplest case a seed is built using two hits from an inner and an outer detector layer
(see. fig. F.1). The so-called seed generator also accepts some parameters that restrict the
Pt and the origin of the generated seeds.
In this thesis the SeedGeneratorFromPixel is used that utilizes the hits on the inner and
outer layer of the pixel detector to generate the seeds.
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• Build the Trajectories based on the Seeds generated:
Starting with a given seed, the track reconstruction tries to find compatible hits on the next
layer of the tracker. If a compatible hit is found, it is added to the trajectory. In the likely
case that more than one compatible hit is found on a given layer, one candidate trajectory
is built for each hit. This procedure can lead to a tremendous number of candidate trajec-
tories, especially in events with high particle densities. Therefore the number of candidate
trajectories at each layer is limited and the trajectories with the smallest χ2 are kept.
This process continues until either the end of the tracker volume is reached, no compatible
hits are found or some additional stopping conditions are met (e.g. maximum χ2 cut).
• Resolve Ambiguities among the Trajectories built:
Some tracks are reconstructed several times, because there is more than one seed for a track
and several candidate trajectories per seed. Those ambiguities are resolved by the trajectory
cleaner and only the best tracks are kept.
• Smoothing of the Trajectories:
The trajectory smoother does a track fit in the opposite direction, starting from the candidate
trajectories built in the last step. The results from the two track fits in the two different
directions are then combined.
The best momentum resolution that can theoreticaly be achieved by a perfect track reconstruction
and a given detector geometry is shown in the next section.
Momentum Resolution of a Magnetic Spectrometer
In general the momentum resolution of a magnetic spectrometer like the CMS tracker has two
contributions, one related to the uncertainty of the position measurements (σpos) and the other
due to multiple scattering (σMS) [41]:
σPt
Pt
=
σpos (Pt)
Pt
⊕ σMS (Pt)
Pt
Multiple Scattering
Position Resolution
Combined
M
om
en
tu
m
 R
es
ol
ut
io
n
Momentum
Figure F.2: Momentum resolution σPt as a function of the transverse momentum Pt . The two
components σpos and σMS shown.
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For an equidistant system of M concentric cylindrical detector layers in a homogenous magnetic
field of strength B oriented along the axis of the detector layers, the two components of the
momentum resolution can be estimated by the following formulae:
σpos (Pt)
Pt
= Cpos · σdetl2p ·B
· Pt√
M + 6
and
σMS (Pt)
Pt
= CMS · 1l ·B
√
X
X0
Here l is the length of the track, lp is the track length projected to the plane perpendicular to
the direction of the magnetic field and σdet is the position resolution of one of the M measurements.
Cpos and CMS are constants for a given geometry.
For low momentum tracks the momentum resolution of the CMS tracker is dominated by the
multiple scattering term σMS. With increasing particle momenta σpos becomes more and more
important (see fig. F.2).
For the CMS tracker σMS varies with η due to the changing material budget (see fig. F.3). The
value of σpos corresponds to the number of measurements M at a given η and to the reduction of
the projected track length lp for η> 1.6 (see fig. F.3).
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Figure F.3: Number of measurements M, mean projected track length lp and material budget of
the CMS tracker versus η. The number of hits does not include hits in the pixel detector and hits
on stereo layers are counted only once.
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Appendix G
Event Production Data cards
In this appendix the data cards used for the event generation and detector simulation with Pythia
and CMSIM can be found.
First the Data cards for the event generation with PYTHIA:
1. The Zmumu event sample:
C Z->mumu data card file (to be read by CMKIN when making HEP-
EVT ntuple)
C produce Z0’s of 81-101 GeV decaying into 2 muons...
C -----------
C CMS energy (GeV)
ECMS 14000.
C -----------
C No. of events to generate
TRIG 40000
C -------------
C No. of events selected (written out)
NSEL 4000
C -----------
MSTJ 22 = 2 ! Decay those unstable particles
PARJ 71 = 10. ! for which c*tau < 10 mm
C -----------
C name and location of the output-file
CFIL ’EVTO’ ’cms123kin.ntpl ’
C
KSEL 0
C ------------------------
MRPY 1=15070302 ! State of random number generator
C machine+day+month+year
C particle masses
C --------------
PMAS 5,1=4.2 ! b quark
PMAS 6,1=174.3 ! top quark
PMAS 23,1=91.1882 ! Z
PMAS 24,1=80.419 ! W
C ------------------
MSEL 11 ! Z-Production
C ...KINEMATICS.....
C ...define Z-mass region...
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CKIN 1=81. ! M HAT LOW CUT
CKIN 2=101. ! M HAT UP CUT
C ...ETA CUTS:
CKIN 13=-2.5
CKIN 14=2.5
CKIN 15=-2.5
CKIN 16=2.5
C borrowed from a CERN File
MSEL = 0 ! Full user control!!!!
MSTJ 11=3
MSTJ 22=2
MSTP 51=4
MSTU 21=1
MSUB 1=1
PARJ 71=10
MDME 172,1=0
MDME 173,1=0
MDME 174,1=0
MDME 175,1=0
MDME 176,1=0
MDME 177,1=0
MDME 178,1=0
MDME 179,1=0
MDME 180,1=-1
MDME 181,1=-1
MDME 182,1=0 ! E
MDME 183,1=0 ! NU_E
MDME 184,1=1 ! MU
MDME 185,1=0 ! NU_MU
MDME 186,1=0 ! TAU
MDME 187,1=0 ! NU_TAU
MDME 188,1=-1
MDME 189,1=-1
END
2. The PYTHIA data card for the BBAR event sample:
C b bbar events Et 200 GeV -2.4 < eta < 2.4
C CMS energy (GeV)
ECMS 14000.
C -----------
C No. of events to generate
TRIG 1250
C -------------
C No. of events selected (written out)
NSEL 125
C -----------
MSTJ 22 = 2 ! Decay those unstable particles
PARJ 71 = 10. ! for which c*tau < 10 mm
C
CFIL ’EVTO’ ’cms123kin.ntpl ’
C First set random seed
MRPY 1= 234984
C PYTHIA Particle Mass
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PMAS 23,1 = 91.187 !mass of Z
C PYTHIA Process Selection
C
MSEL = 0 !full user control (
MSUB 81 = 1 !FFQQ
MSUB 82 = 1 !GGQQ
MSTP 7 = 5 !defines bbar (5) or ccbar(4)
C PYTHIA Kinematics
C
CKIN 3 = 200. !pro-
duce bbars with a pt of at least 200GeV(
C pseudorapidities between -2.4 and 2.4
CKIN 13 = 0.
CKIN 14 = 2.4
CKIN 15 = -2.4
CKIN 16 = 0.
END
Here the CMSIM data card for both event types:
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
DCAY 1
MULS 1
MUNU 1
LOSS 2
PHOT 1
COMP 1
PAIR 1
BREM 1
DRAY 1
ANNI 1
HADR 4
AUTO 1
RNDM 1235 72347
CUTS 0.001 (CUTGAM) 0.001 (CUTELE) 0.01 (CUTNEU) 0.01 (CUTHAD)
0.01 (CUTMUO) 0.001 (BCUTE ) 0.001 (BCUTM ) 1.E4 (DCUTE )
1.E4 (DCUTM ) 0.01 (PPCUTM) 1.E10 (TOFMAX) 5*0. (GCUTS/User)
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
C Nominal collision point and sigmas (cm) Lumi/10**34 N-pile
BEAM 0. 0. 0. 0.0015 0.0015 5.3 0.1 0
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
C Your own kinematics
C *.ntpl use etamin etamax fimin fimax ptmin ptmax Gen-
Info out
KINE 0 0. -2.4 2.4 0. 360. 1. 9999. 1.0
C TimeCheck for 0 Evts. TIMEST marche pas.
TIME 5. 5. 0
RUNG 1 1 (User run and first event num-
ber)
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
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C Full CMS with 3-layer Pixel. 3 means exact geometry
GEOM ’CMSE’ 3
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
C Detector component action
C (HITS activation-deactivation)
SETS ’CMSE’ 1 ’ECAL’ 1 ’HCAL’ 1 ’TRAK’ 1 ’MUON’ 1
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
C Define number of uncorrelated hits for sub detector
JUNK ’CMSE’ 0
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
C No Pileup
PILE ’CMSE’ -1
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
C Incoherent noise
NOIS ’CMSE’ 0
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
C Digitisation
DIGI ’CMSE’ 0
’TRAK’ 1
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
C The simulation of level 1 and level 2 trigger
TRGP ’CMSE’ -1
C Hit reconstruction
RHIT ’CMSE’ 0
’TRAK’ 2
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
C Reconstruction
RECO ’CMSE’ 0
’TRAK’ 3 (GTF)
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
C User defined input and output files or other files as in database
CFIL
’META’ ’geant.ps ’
’HBKO’ ’cms123sim.hb ’
’EVSI’ ’cms123kin.ntpl ’
’EVTO’ ’cms123sim.fz ’
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
SAVE ’HEAD’ ’HITS’ ’DIGI’ ’KINE’ ’VERT’ ’RHIT’ ’RECO’
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
HSTA ’TIME’ ’SIZE’ ’MULT’ ’NTRA’ ’STAK’
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
C DebugLevel 0..3 of SubSystems. DBUG ’CMSE’ 1 sets level 1 to all sub-
det.
121
DBUG ’TRAK’ 0 ’CALO’ 0 ’MUON’ 0
DEBU 1 50 1 (first,last,freqency to de-
bug)
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
C Standard generell histograms
C To switch off all histograms and ntuples use HBOOK ’CMSE’ -1
HBOOK ’TRAK’ 1
CMSC -1 (turn off scan )
C Structures to print
PRIN ’KINE’
C Number of Events
TRIG 125
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